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Daley beats Sawyer in primary race 
CHiCAGO (uPI) - Richa!"d 
M. D:lley, whose father ruled 
Chicago for more than two 
decades, won the Democratic 
mayoral primary luesday 
over Mayor Eugene Sawyer, 
becoming the first white 
politician to unseat a 
presiding blaek mayor in a 
major U.S. city. 
With 2,542 of 2,911 plecincts 
reporting, Daley had 451,449 
votes to Sawyer's 313,410. 
Sawyer conceded the election 
~ Daley late in the evening. 
no'fh~o R~~;~~~ ~~i~!~ 
reswts from 2,501 showed 
former Democrat Edward R. 
Vrdolyak, why mounted a 
last-minute [·CP write-in 
effort, had 10,U~ votes. Of-
ficial tallies from 2,352 
preci:J.cts gave urclogist Herb 
Voting turnout low 
in council primary 
By Ja~kie Spinner 
StaN Writer 
Candidate Kyie Englert 
drew the shon straw with 48 
V{.tes ir. Tuesday's City 
Council primary election with 
SIX pen:ent of the registered 
"otel"!' casting ballots. 
The 24-year-old U'liversity 
gradua te also was jousted 
from the 1987 primary 
election with 99 vote:,. 
"I still wapI. to trv and 
ma;'c !> difference," Englert 
.;aid. "1 might run agam." 
IncumLenl John Yow 
topped his four opponents 
with 533 votes but the six 
percent turnout of voters 
concerned him. 
"U's disappointing," Yow 
said. "I can't figure it out 
because a lot of people didn't 
even know there was an 
election." 
fellow councilman. 
Ne·wcomer Carl Flowers 
finished third with 347 votes. 
Flowers said he was sur-
prised at the high number of 
votes he received and I>is 
votes were a good 
representation spread over all 
of ~e fo~ec~~hances in the 
general electIon, Flowers said 
he had a "two in four chance" 
of winning one of the two 
seats. 
Flowers said the low tur-
nout of vott!rs indicated that 
"there was nothing else on 
the ballot." 
To get ready for the next 
ejection, Flowers said he. 
:r~:r:~~~gk~e~th!~' 
try to represent all of it 
citizens. 
Sohn 8,658 votes I'nd William 
Grutzmacher 951. 
For the past five decades, 
winning the Democratic 
mayoral nomination in 
Chicago has been tantamount 
to ejection. But if Vrdolyak 
wins the Republican 
nomination, he could drP.w 
votes from Daley. leaving 
Timothy Evans, a black 
alderman who is running as 
an independent, to capture 
the mayoralty. 
Tuesday's special primary 
was ordered to fill the 
unexp:red wm of Harold 
Washington, the city's first 
black chief executive, who 
was first elected in 1983 ~nd 
who died in November 1987. 
Daley supporter Bill Singer, 
a political gadfly during the 
City Hall tenure of Daley's 
father, the late Richard J. 
Daley, predicted a 53 percent 
to 47 percent victory for 
Daley. 
"We're going to win this 
nl('e," Singer told a crowd of 
500 supporters at the posh 
Fairmont Hc~ ballroom. 
"Rich is going to win this 
race, and bigger than the 
See CHICAGO, Page ~2 
Incumbent Keith Tuxhorn 
came in second with 480 
Yotes, 53 votes behind his 
Candidate Marvin Tanner 
ran a close race with Engl~rt 
but managed to edge ahead 
See CITY, Page 7 
Marty Kuop, senior In speech com-
munications from Wheeling, prepares to vote 
In the JackSWI County commissioner 
election Tueadat In Le:'ltz Hall while election 
Judges, left, RegIna Wood and Penny 
Valentine look on. 
Route 13 commuters detoured as 
bridge construction begins today 
By Richard Nunez 
Staff Writer 
An esti:nated 20,000 vehicles 
will be rerouted daily on 
Illinois Route 13 as con-
struction begins today on two 
bridges over Crab Orchard 
L<'.ke. 
Replacement of the two 
bridges is expected to last until 
Aug. I, Bob Zieba, con-
struction engineer for the 
Illinois Department of 
Transportation, said. 
A one-mile section of Route 
13 will be rerouted into a one-
lane hiehway about 3 miles 
east of Carbondale, Zieba said, 
This ~1oming 
USGseeking 
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-Pag£11 
Sears making 
bigchang3s 
- Page 18 
Dawgs face Tulsa 
in MVC toumey 
- SPOrts 28 ' 
Zieba said the present 
bridges were constructed in 
1939 and were in need of 
replacement for safety p'.' 
poses, Zieba said. 
The new bridges are 
estimaU:d to cost $831,364 and 
will be 8-feet wider than the 
i>resent bridges, which are 31 
feet 8 inches wide and cost. 
GraphIc by MIk. Dalley 
$36,195 to build in 1939, Zieba 
said. Construction of the new 
bridges is contracted by the 
city of Carbondale. 
The one-mile section of 
Route 13 will be converted into 
a tw~lane, tw~way highway, 
Ziebe said. Four temporary 
See DETOUR, Page 7 
Two candidates vying to fill 
academic affairs position 
By Jeanne Bickler 
Staff Writer 
Two candidates have been 
chosen by a search committee 
to compete for the associate 
vice president position for 
academic affairs and research 
<pianning) . 
Tile candidates are Mary 
Lou Higgerson, acting 
associate vice president for 
academic affairs and research 
(planning), and Patricia 
Carrell, associate graduate 
school dean. 
The associate vice president 
works with the vice president 
in creating and implementing 
academic planning methods 
and reviewmg collegiate and 
departmental programs, along 
with undergraduate programs 
and curriculum. 
Each candidate must he 
interviewed by Benjamin A. 
Shepherd, vice president for 
academic affairs and 
research, and his staff, the 
search committee, the deans 
of all of the colleges, Chao-
s .. SEARCH, Page 7 
Churches support 
end to Halloween 
By Kathleen DeSo 
StaflWriter 
The Carbondale In· 
terchurch Council, made up 
of representatives from 17 
area churches, passed a 
resolution calling for the 
abolition of the Halloween 
festival and supporting 
University President John 
Guyon's proposal for a 
week-long break at the end 
of October. 
The resolution was 
adopted unanimously at the 
council's February 
meeting, Valerie King, 
council president, said. 
"We feel, basically, that 
the Halloween fall thing bad 
become a detriment to the 
community. With violence 
and crime escalating, it bas 
become a serious problem," 
King said. 
She said copies of the 
resolution were sent to 
Guyon, the Halloween Core 
Committee, Mayor Neil 
Dillard's office and 
members of the City 
I Council. 
The re5Olution said the 
Halloween celebration bas 
become more and more 
violent over the years and 
therefore bas become a 
heall!1 and safety hazard for 
local people and par-
ticipants. 
It also said there is little 
. that can be dC/ne to prevent 
underaged drinking of 
alcohol during this 
v;eekend, as evidenced by 
the high number of arrests 
in this area. 
The resolution continued, 
"And whereas this party 
besmirches the reputation 
of our fme college and 
community as a healthy 
place to learn and live. 
"Therefore let it be· 
resolved tha t the In-
terchurch Council of Car-
bondale supports the 
abolishment of the 
Halloween 'party,'" 
Gus Bode 
GUI says now there's a 
dl,lne reason to stop 
Halloween. 
•• 1 
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\Vednesday Night Buffet 
'Egg Roll 
Crab Rangoon 
·BBQ Wings 
·Fried Wonton 
. Fresh Vegetable 
Dishes 
5-10 pm 
'Fresh Salad Bar 
'Seafood Worba 
'Jumbo Shrimp 
'w/Peapods 
'Hawaiian Fish 
· Moo Goo Gai Par. 
· Chicken Curry 
· Beef & Broccoli 
'Much More 
Only $5.95* 
_ *Bring ad in and receive afree soda 
~ == f1Q6rWaIl457-4510i 
Happy Hour 12-6pm 
0\ Res/aura"t for All Rcaso"s 
Prcsents 
"Vlednesday Girl's 
Night Out" 
FREE Buffet 
with Cocktails 
5~Close Mon.~Fri. 
Margariw & Coronas $1.50 
Draft Beer 75j 
1325 E. Main - Carbondale 
529-5051 
FREE FOOD BUFFET 
With The Purchase of a Pitcher of Beer 
Starts at 5:00 
Rent a: 
517 South Illinois 
~9-SnX 
CESSNA 150 $25/hr. 
or the classic taildragger: 
AERONCA CHAMP $25/hr. 
R~nt our C-172s C-172RG C206 C-TIlO C310 
Beech Travelair Piper Apache 
~o WAITING OR HASSLES FOR WRITTEN & FLIGHT TESTS. 
Exa.miners on dury 7 days/wk. 
Call AIRGO now!! (618-533-1643) 
N~,vswrap 
world Ination 
Citizens rights suspended 
after 2 days of looting, riots 
CARACAS, Venezuela (uP!) - The go)Vernme,lt suspended 
constitutional ri~hts Tuesday to help security forces restore 
order following two days of looting and rioting in protest of price 
i increases. President Cdrlos Andres Perez "announced the 
I 
suspension, which allows police grcater freedom to make arrests 
and hold susp<>cts, after vil)lent demonstrations in 12 cities left 
dozens dead and hundreds wounderl. 
i 
Nicaragua to free nearly 2,000 prisoners 
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UPIl - President Daniel Ortega, in 
compliance with the latest Central American peace plan, 
Tuesday sent to the legislature a bill to pardon nearly 2,000 
political prisoners. Ortega asked the National Assembly 
dGJUnated by the ruling Sandinista Front to pardon 1,!!32 
soldiers and officers of former strongman Anastio Somoza's 
National Guard jailed since he was deposed by the Sandinistas in 
a 1979 revolution. 
Final round of talks on Central Amsrican aid 
SAN PEDRO SVLA. Honduras <UPI) - Officials fror."_ '!l 
European and Latin American nations met for a second day of 
talks Tuesday on a serie:; of new proposals for economic 
assistance to war-torn CelltL-al American countries. Foreign 
ministers, or their represen'atives, from the 12 European 
Economic Community nations, five Central American countries 
seeking aid and four other Latin countries belong to the "Con-
tadora" group were also expected to lend moral and political 
support to recent efforts to bring about a permanent peace in 
Central America. 
Leader warns against communist overthrow 
WARSAW (UP!) - Polish leader Gen. Wojciech Jaru'telsJri 
warned the opposition against trying to overthrow the com-
munist system, saying such a move "is wt of tilt: question, '. the 
Communist Party's newspaper Trybuna Ludu said Tuesday. 
JaruzeJski. who is both party leader and commander-ilH:hief of 
the armed forces, responded to questions from army officers in 
anaddre03s in the northern city of 8ydgoszcz Monday night. 
NOrth's lawyers want 12 charges dropped 
WASHINGTON (UPl) - Oliver North'~ lawyers, charging 
government misconduct in handling state secrets, asked the 
judge in the Iran-Contra case Tuesday to dismiss the 12 felony 
cwnts against the ex·Wbite House aide. U.S. District Judge 
('.erhard Gesell. for the ~ time in two days, sent the jury 
home early to bear lawyers from both sides argue the point. 
Immigration agents arrest 69 illegal aliens 
LOS ANGELES <UPI) - Imnligration agents arrested 
another 69 su.<;pected illegal aliens preparing to board a second 
Eastern Airlines "red-eye" flight to the East Coast, officials said 
Tuesday. The arrests Monday Dight were part of an investigation 
of human smuggling that resulted in 79 suspected illegal aliens 
being detained in Atlanta earlier in the day. 
Air pollution violations force Ford car recall 
DETROIT (UPI) - The Ford Motor Co. will recall nearly 
250,000 cars that produce emissions that exceed federal air 
pollution standards, government officials said Tuesday. En-
vironmental Protection Agency officials said the recall will 
iI..volve 1983 models of Ford Mustang, Thunderbird and LTD, as 
weD as the Mercury Capri Cougar and Marquis with 3.B-liter 
- engines. ' 
Jakel's Tirv and Mufflelr 
BRAKES 
45Qg 
per axle{most car5} 
semi-metallic ads extra 
OIL-LUBE-fiLTER 
4-WHEEL AliGNMENT 
42.95 
most cars 
.2.95 0ffer 
MUFFLERS 
fro:n • 7.76 installled 
state 
-Governor to unveil budget, 
small tax plan expected 
SPRINGFIELD (L'PI) - Gov. James R. Thompson reveals his 
llscal 1990 spending plan on Wednesday - a document that is 
expected to contain only one small tax proposal During hi-
"State of the State" message to lawmakers in February, 
Thompson said be wwld seek an J.8.cent-per-pack hike in the 
state's cigarette tax and broaden the tax to other tobacco 
products. 
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Davis, Dee 
following 
the dream 
B~ Wayne Wallace 
EntertaInment Editor 
and C8~s8ndr8 WJ:lL 
Stucent Writer 
Twenty-four years before 
Martin Luther King Jr. 
delive,.ed his historic "I Have 
a Dream" speech in 
Washington, D.C, m August 
1963, black Ainerican actor 
Ossie Davis was at the Lincoln 
Memorial in another crowd at 
another cultural celebration 
for his rac€-. 
In 1939, Marian Anderson, a 
black American opera star, 
was forbidden from per-
forming at Constitution Hall 
because of her color. She in-
t stead gave an open concert at 
Lincoln's Memorial. 
At the time, her insistence 
upon performing made quite a 
statement against the 
hypocrisy of the United States, 
Ossie said during a rc-cent visit 
to SIU-C for Black History 
Month 1989. 
OSSIE AND RUBY Dee, his 
equally-famous wife, have 
been touring coll~ge campuses 
together, sharing the black 
experience. for a quarter of a 
century. 
On Feb. 18, they performed 
"An Evening With Ruby and 
Ossie" in the Student Center as 
part of the Black Affairs 
Council's "Black History 
Through Artful Eyes" series of 
l\frican-American cultural 
viferings. 
[0 an interview before their 
SIU-C appearance, Ossie 
spoke of the role models like 
1 Month for history 
I 
Dally Egypoan Photo 
Ossie O .. ls and Ruby Dee, a husband and wife acting team, 
rehearse their lines prior t:. 8 Feb. 18 performance of "An 
Evening with Ruby and Ossle" as part of Black History Month. 
Marian Anderson that inspired 
him as a young black per-
former. He expressed the hope 
that in some small way, he 
could serve as a role model for 
the next generation 
As for any advice the 
Broadway and Hollywood 
veteran had to offe" young 
blacks, Ossie stated, "The only 
good advice is a good example. 
People watch what we do. 
That's all thatmat!ers." 
RUBY AIJDED that the 
~~at~~:"':~ o~:"~~i~re s:~: 
solutions to social proilems, 
but advised, "It's going to take 
stronger envisionings fur this 
genera tion to look beyond 
today's sorrows to see the joy 
ahpadoJfus,'-
Ossie agreed, "There is 
acti .... ity." not only from Jesse 
Jackson and the voter 
registration drives, but from 
other political participants 
fighting for Heconomic 
leverage," he said. 
"We began in a segregated 
culture," Ossie said, "and 
blacks had what you woold call 
cultural refugees, where we 
could go to reinforce our sense 
of ourselves. That was very 
important then." 
Ossie said that while some 
Black theater in the 19605 may 
have reflected a radical '"kick 
whitey's ass" type of attitude. 
Ruby and he always have 
aimed more toward getting the 
audien~e to "welcome us into 
the!r consciousness. We 
perform an 'act,' not a political 
speech." 
ONE CHANGE, however, 
has occurred in their act, Ossie 
See DREAM, Psgs 8 
of blacks eventful 
Some not aware of celebration, purpose 
By Jackie Lay 
Student Wnter 
As February came to a 
close, so ended the annual 
commemoration of Black. 
History Month Yet, some 
students at SlU-C did not know 
it had begun. 
"No one eVer told me that a 
Black History Month was even 
in existence," Brian Stack, 
senior in marketing. said. 
Black Historv month was 
designated t~ show ar-
preciation to those black 
Americans wh<.. have con-
tributed to society in some 
way. 
Black History Month is not 
just for biack Americans. 
Many people feel that 
recognition of black men and 
women, who ho.ve contributed 
to society, is reserved for those 
of African descent. 
'"BLACK HISTORY Month is 
for all nationalities," said Olga 
Arreola, senior in Speech 
Communications of Spanish 
descent. "It's a time to realize 
how far we've come and how 
far we have to go. Par-
ticipating is as a good way to 
appreciate culture." 
Franz Mullings, president of 
the African-American Studies 
Association, said the month 
"should be used as a catalyst 
for incorporating the African-
American experien(".; into 
Western history. " 
AccorC;;ng to Maulaoa 
Karenga, author of "In-
troduction to African-
American Studies," blacks 
occupy a unique pJace in 
human history. Black history, 
more than any other history, 
confirms this. 
CARTER G. WOODSO:-':, son 
of ex-slaves, is referred to as 
the father of black history. 
Luke Tri~p, coordinator of 
Black American Studies, sajd. 
"No work had been devoted 
to the black American ex-
perience. As a black historian 
(Woodson; felt the need to 
paint an accurate picture so 
that blacks could learn the 
truth about their people," 
Tripp said. 
Woodson is credited for 
contributions to black 
rCSf'arch. for creating new 
mformation, and for ana!yzing 
existing information. He wrote 
the first general history that 
became a standard reference, 
"The Negro in Our History," in 
1922. 
Karenga has nolPd that no 
one person has crea ted an 
intellectual r.lOvement com-
parable to the black history 
movement organized by 
Woodson. 
WOODSON WAS educated at 
Berea College, the University 
of Chicago and the Sorbonne 
<University of Paris). He 
earned a doctorate frot:'l 
Harvard. 
The first Black History 
Month recognition at the 
University c.ampus was in 
February 1984. Suer, blacks as 
See HISTORY, Page 8 
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t is closing their Carbondale location. A 
, Entire store reduced up to 600/0 on new I' 
, Spring Merchandise t Sale starts Ulednesday, March 1st t 
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Opinion & Commelltary 
Future of Obelisk II 
-in hands of students 
THE FOUNDERING Obelisk II has yet to find a solution 
to its budget woes, which car,not be blamed ehtirely on the 
yearbook staff or its past management. 
In fact, the problems could be blamed partially on SIU-C 
students in general. Most ar~ too lazy or just don't care 
enough to bother getting their picture taken for the 
yearbook even though there is no charge for it. This is 
probably because they don't plan to buy a book. 
Yearbooks are being sold this year for $25. That price 
could be greatly reduced if the majority of g!"aGuating 
seniors bOught a yearbook. Thousands 1)£ students 
graduate from SIU-C every year, but only a handful ap-
pear in the Obelisk or bother to purchase one. ' -" 
HOWl:VER, TRYING TO encourage schoo! spirit ob-
viouslv is not the answer - a mandatory yearbook is. For 
a minimal fee, like ~1. per semester, from every student a 
quality yearbook could be published. 
Given current enro!lmen:, this fee would generate about 
$48,000 per year for publica tion of the Obelisk II. 
Every student who graduated would then receive an 
Obelisk at no additional cost. Yearbook pidures could be 
taken when seniors register for their last 'Semester of 
classes to ensure that everyone gets in. 
A student fee to support the yearbook would not be any 
more unreasonable, and w"'~lo I)e much cheaper than the 
student fees being paid every semester for various other 
"benefits and privileges" - an1 students wouid have 
something tangible to remember their college days. 
ABOUT THE ONLY other viable alternative would be to 
place the Obehsk under the management of the Daily 
Egyptiall's business office. Many college yearbooks are 
run this way, but it probably would be more complicated 
than implementing a student fee. 
The Obelisk rould continue to be run by students, with 
the help of a faculty adviser, all of whom would be paid 
from the student fees. This also would create r:lore student 
jobs and provide experience for students. 
Students should be willing to pay a couple of dollars per 
semester to support a quality yearbook, and the University 
would have.nothing to lose w~th this plan because it would 
not be directly paying for the yearbook and it would be an 
aid in recruiting new students. 
THE OBELISK DOES have a future, but it's up to the 
University, and the students in particular, to decide 
whether it is a profitable one for everyone concerned. 
Opinions 
from elsewhere 
St.louis Post-Dispatch U the .it!~ of senior status 
When they want to leave the were ml'_-ely ceremonial, that 
bench full-time, most federal difference might not matter. 
judges, who are appointed for But salaries of federal judges 
life, have two options - they who resign altogether stay 
can resign altogether or they frozen at the same level as 
can take senior status, making when they leave 'he bench; 
themselves available for judges on seniors.tatus receive 
whatever duty they want to the same pay raISeS as those 
accep~. But a study by The ,who are active o~ a daily basis 
, Assoc18ted.~ showS that ' J d ... ·b"· hI' 
some judges- wBetake senior ' __ :, u ges !'.~. are e pmg 
status - and the active-duty reduce the caseload on the 
salary that goes with it _ fe<;leraJ ben~ deserve that 
choose to accept no work, only r:ll~e; but Judges. who take 
their paychecks. That system SeDl?r status Without ac-
should be changed. cepting any work s~ould earn 
Records obtained by the AP no more than those Judges wno 
showed some of the nation's leave the bench altog~ther. 
judges on senior status took C~n~ress should estab~lSh a 
caseloads almost as large as !lurum.um workload for )lIdges 
they had before they left on semor s~tus, so the title has 
regular status. Others handled some f!1earung ,and taxpayers 
00 cases at all, th~ some get thelI' money s worth. 
performed other judicial 
duties. Scripps Howard News Service 
Editorial Policies 
Signed articles, inc~ letters, viewpoillts and oilier commentaries, reflect the 
optlions of 1IIai" authors only. Unsigned edrtO<ials represent a consensus of lIIe 
~ Egyptian EdilOOal Board, whose mem~ are the student eaitor·in-chief, lfle 
editorial page edrtor, lIIe associate editorial page edrtor. a new> &taff member, lIIe 
IacuI!y managing editor and a School of Joumelism facully member. 
Letters to the eartor may bE; submitted by mall or directly to the editorial page 
edit04. Room 1241, Communications Buidinll Letters shouid »e typewr;tter, and 
double speced. All letters are subject to editing and wiU be limited to 500 words. 
l3lte'5 of f~ than 250 .. ords .. :ifl be ~iven preference lor publication. Students 
must idenli'J' thernsalves by class and major, faculty members by r a~k and 
department, noo·acadefTIIC staff by postOOn and d&partme<1t. 
Leiters SVlJrr1llled boy mall 6/loo''d onciuGl" .the author's 8d:!ress and telephon. 
flUI1"Ib6r Le:tBfl< for whICh v8<1hcalion of authorship e<rnnot be fT",C;e will not b<' 
"~hlidl, I "IL;l'.I.,: 
Page4, Daily Egyptla'], Y.arch I 198\l 
NO. NO. HR. PRESIDENT. 
THIS lSN1 CHINA.. THAT'S 
THE GREA.T WALL OF JAPAN! 
Viewpoint 
Study of black culture the key 
to University's academic goals 
BLACK AMERICAN Stu5es 
or African American Stutlies 
programs should become and 
remain a part of th(; 
curriculum of every liberal 
arts institution of higher 
learning in the Ur.ited States, if 
not the world. 
This statement sounds 
rather pompous and grandiose 
in prinCiple and inclusion but is 
actually a statement of ex-
pectations. At SIU-C we pride 
ourselves on being a 
prestigious institution with a 
socially diversified 
curricuh:m, having an 
academically strong research 
oriented faculty and being 
educationally attrative to a 
vast oumber of international 
students. We also take pride in 
our ability to attract minority 
students to the campus; with 
the majority of these students 
of African American origin. 
Let's take a look at -why I 
propose a strong BAS program 
and its impact 00 the unage oi 
the University. 
A BAS program 
allows us to learn 
something about 
ourselves "majority 
America" to learn 
m.ore about blacks 
than what they 
probably have heard 
in con versations that 
tend to be stilted with 
stereotypes. 
A BAS PROGRAM lends 
~redel1ce to the University's 
a ttempt to provide an 
educational environment in 
which people can learn 
something about those with 
sociological differences. 
When we, as black people, 
attl'nd predominantly white 
sCllools, we must learn about 
Lhe European ancestry of the 
country. People migrating 
here from othtr countries are 
taught everything thprp is to 
know about being "American" 
but are allowed to maintain 
their ancestral bearing while 
accepting what is "cujturally 
American." 
These naturalized 
I 
Viewpoint 
James E. Scales 
Americans will give birth to 
children within the confines cl 
the continental United States 
and will ask that schools teach 
certain courses so that their 
children have a knowledge of 
their own culture. This is all 
the black person is asking for. 
Many of us do not deny our 
American birth, but in the 
same respects as our minority 
cousins, we do not deny our 
African heritage. 
A BAS PROGRAM allows us 
to learn something al>out 
ourselves (believe it or not, 
some blacks are not very 
aware of their heritage and 
culture) and allows "majority 
America" to learn more about 
the black person than what 
they, probably have heard in 
conversations that tend to be 
stilted with stereotypes. 
For many black and white 
people, a BAS program is their 
first contact with the con-
tributions rru.de by blacks to 
the b'wding of this country. 
Keep in mind that we are 
graduating teachers, law 
enforcement professionsal, 
social workers, psychologists, 
nurses and doctors to work 
with an ever increasing 
minority population. ] find it 
very dis:.urbing that there are 
institutions that will require 
teachers-in-training to If;mrn 
another language so they may 
communiCdte with "minority 
societies" but there is no 
requirement for these students 
to learn something about the 
~~It: witl, whom they will 
BAS GIVES us the op-
purtunity to understand the 
black student and their social 
and academic adjustment to 
the environment. I do not 
support turning the pr'ogram 
into a collection of guniea-pigs-
of-color but we certainly ap- ,. 
proach the unity from the 
:~~r:t aO~les:~c~~ ~~ t 
today's more advanced black 
society. 
Another critical issue is the 
influx of international students 
and what they learn arout 
America. Many of these 
students will study the history 
of America at some point 
durmg their matriculation at 
the University. 
Are we teaching these 
students the history of 
America as writteo by the 
majority or are we teach:ng ~ 
the history of America and the 
important contributions of all 
its people of color? A strong 
Are we teaching the 
history of America as 
written by the majonty 
or are we teaching the 
history of America 
and the important 
contributions of all its 
people of color ? 
BAS program would facilitate 
those history courses anc. • 
allaw' the international student 
exposure to the "great melfutg 
re!nrso~:~~rey have 
IN MY LINE of work, I 
consistently come into contact 
with people who have an 
"American" idea as to who we 
are and a pret!eption of the 
negative SOCiological problems 
we cause "the white man." A 
BAS program allows these 
emissaries to hopefully, learn 
more about us and our con-
tributions to the world, in 
general, and the United States 
in particular. 
My personal stance is as 
long as we are teachers and 
administrators, let's teach the 
truth about one another; and 
as long as we are students, 
let's try to learn as much as we 
can about one another. BAS is 
just one way to accomplish 
these goals. 
James E. Scales is chairman 
oj the Black American Studies 
Review Committee and 
director of Career Develop· 
mentand T2stingServicPs. 
:Letters 
Reasons are behind 'hc)()pla' 
surrounding clearcuttin{~ issue 
If the Feb. 22 editorial on 
clearcutting ic; indeed a fair 
indication of how en-
vironmentalists are viewed, 
that is, as generators of 
"hoopla" and as people in 
s~rch of "something to worry 
a bout," then eo-
vironmentalists have more 
problems than we thought. 
Environmentalists ar.d 
others have been w:.trning for 
decades about such things as 
toxic waste and ozone 
depletion, not to mention the 
greenhouse effect, exilflUstion 
of landfill space, famin.;" and 
overpopulation. The predic-
table result has always been 
.. ditiorials such as yours ac-
cusing us of raising needless 
stink and wishing we would go 
bother someone else. It was 
often said that the government 
knew what it was 1oing, and 
Slice it said everything was 
okay ... weU, what's the 
problem? 
So, let's try one more time. 
There are laws regarding 
clearcutting in areal! serving 
as habitats for endangered 
s~ies, which is one reason 
for all the hoopla. Another 
reason is the hypocrisy of 
practicing clearcutting here, 
while admonishing much 
poorer nations to stop doing it 
because it's messing up our 
wE".ather. 
Yet another is the tact that 
trees serve as oxygen 
generators and carbon dioxide 
sinks, and so help comtJclt the 
greenhouse effect (is that an 
acceptable cause for you?). 
Then there are the aesthetic 
factors, problems of erosion, 
and the simple fact that much 
timber cutting would be un-
necessary at all if people (like 
the DE folks) would practice 
recyc ing. 
I invite the writer of the 
editorid to live in a clearcut 
area, l'rinJt the water down-
stream, and wait fifty years 
for the J.romL<Ied regeneration 
of trees '.0 occur. If you get 
bored will the view, just keel) 
reading al 'd r~readir..g ~ie 
Forest Servl~e assertions that 
clearcutting l~ a peachy-keen 
thingtodo. 
Finally, far b.' :t from en-
vironmentalists u. lectu~ the 
DE on the commercL. I aspects 
of anything, since ti.:> DE's 
position on the commercl.lism 
15 made abundantly clear '>v 
the recent ads for Miller Beer 
and assault rifles . 
Maybe we'll Just keep a 
respectful silence on that one, 
for once. [Ion't want to 
generate toe much hoopla, you 
bow. - Randy Tindall, 
graduate stude'lt. 
Student 'sees the light' on abortion 
Oh Lord; I have seen ~rle 
light. The world doe:: not hinge 
on the materialistic itieal, such 
as a Mercedes-Benz, nor ()n 
such trivialities as dldividuals 
right to self-determination. 
The world !Unges on self-
righteous self proclamation. 
Thereiore I, Sam Gayle, 
hereby renounce my 
previously held beliefs and 
pledge to follow in th~ spirit, 
yet not the word, of the almigty 
wrathful and vengeful God of 
all, creator of consciousness. 
In recogniton of the severe 
and irrepressible ..;on-
sequenses, no 10DgeI" will I 
offer Iam~ excuses, nor will I 
challenge irrefu ta ble 
assumptions; such as those 
which dare question popular 
wisdom and authority, such as 
that of George Bush. I will 
henceforth abide by the 
irrefutable wisdom inherently 
contained within the Bible, or 
any other Similarly convenient 
expostion of and by the Lord, 
or any other commonly 
professed <livine spokesnan. 
The ties which bind lead un-
blinkingly toward the light. 
In recognik.1 of the sanctity 
and preciousness of life, I 
formally state my unequivO<'-81 
support for the Pro-Life 
movement. 1 will additionally 
repent by attempting to enroll, 
limited capacity providing, in 
the nearest graduate progn..m 
in English to further my quest 
for self-enlightenment. 
The forces which fuel the 
prG-life movement will guide 
me as I me<tnder down the 
paths which follow the premise 
and unerring assumptions 
guidinlj the Almighty 
Ayatollah Huhollah 
Khome;nl's current campaign 
a~ainst all that does not 
precis~l'y fit dogmatic at-
titude; wnich so neatly 
mirrors those of similarly 
limited mentalities. 
As such, I hereby challenge 
Chris Hamilton and o~ any 
other wretched soul preaching 
such heathenistic, hedonistic 
notions as personal liberty or 
individual freedom cI choice, 
as opposed to moral, 
righteous!y responsible 
be.iavior, to a public debate, at 
your convenience, anytime, 
anywhere. 
Put your faith in the 
American way and give it to 
the PrG-life movement. - Sam 
Gayle, senior, finance. 
'Pro-abotionist's' letter not amusing 
This letter is in reply to one 
published on Feb. 23. Chris 
Hamilton, a graduate student 
in English, wrote an letter 
regarding abortion. In this 
I-tter, the writer j.Jitingiy 
~~=ts~Utl:~ a~ornor~~ 
entertaining letter, Chris. 
When you wrote this, you most 
likely thought you wen> being 
cute. ile are not am1ll'ed. This 
on~sided, unsubstantiated 
piece of garbage you call an 
argument is totally unfounded. 
You stated (and ob so 
eloquently) that the inability of 
prG-aoortionists to corr.e up 
with a better argument st.ems 
from the fact that "Most of us 
find it challenging enough to 
stay sober for a week 
anyway," and that "The 
stupid fetus should know that 
we very seldom have 
monogamous relationships." 
So are we to understand, Chris, 
that all women who have 
abortions are drunken sluts? 
We were just wondering, are 
you a member of the SCPA 
<the secret clan of pro-
abortionists)'~ You must be, 
because all of tl.e argum£'nts 
you used are foreign to us. 
The implication was (now 
correct us if we're wrong) that 
a woman considering an 
abortion is maliciously plot-
ting the murder of the innocent 
unborn child. You also imply 
that one who sees abortion as 
an alternative is too stupid to 
consider adoption. Well Chris, 
we're students of the old 
school; you knOY', prG-Choice? 
We believe in the less con-
troversial reasons for abor-
tion: incestuous relationships, 
rape, danger to the mother, 
just the trivial things. We 
couldn't come up with 
anything as g1amorO'.u; as 
murder for the sake of "cur-
sing God." 
Chris, since you're a grad 
student in English, we suggest 
that you pullout your dic-
tional), and look up gross 
generalization! llycf' 
Hartman, sophomore, j1Ur-
nalism, and Robbin Simmons, 
sophomore, radio-television. 
Halloween should be changed for the better 
I'm tired of hearing this talk 
about ending Halloween. If this 
town had a clue, it would keep 
it. It has to be a money maker 
when ~5,OOO people get 
together to celebrate. 
The main reason given for 
ending it is all the beer can 
throwing in front of the 
American Tap. Right now 
people just stand around on the 
strip and drink. Boringl A lot 
of these people are from out of 
town, and they're ready for 
something big to hapJ)f"n -
something to tell the folks back 
home about. Then ~ome clown 
throws a beer can, and they 
join in. Some get arrested or 
smacked in the head and go 
home with a bad attitude about 
sm and Carbondale. 
If there were a stage right in 
front of the Tap, open to all 
sides, and a band like Big 
Twist and the Mellowfellows 
played there, everyone would 
be busy having a good time 
s.nd not have time to IlLJW 
beer cans. I'm sure Car-
I:rondale and some beer 
distributor could gf't together 
for L'le cost of the bands. They 
could evt:n call it the com· 
memorative, "Don't Hit Me In 
Thf' Head With A Beer Can 
Stage" 
!I 
When I came to sm, I heard 
it was a pa~ty school. It was 
one of my .:riteria. I'm a fun 
lovin' guy. I also wanted a 
good education. sm is a good 
plac~ to get an education that 
also offers great !'ocial events. 
I would like t'l see it stay that 
way. I know Hallowef:D needs 
to be 'hanged. This 15 no 
reason to end something 
looked on by many (25,000 
people on the strip) as a good 
lim" when it could be changed 
for tt.e better. Next week: The 
splitting of Springfest. - Bill 
Schnoebelen, junior, 
me.:banical engineering 
tecb_ology. 
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6 Self-Service Copiers get you In and out fast 
ATI"I~NTION 
FRATERNITIES! 
Cax·u·s menswear 
wants you to have 20% OFF 
STOREWIDE TONIGHT 7· 10 pm 
LfiROMfilS PIZZA 
Wednesday SpeCial 
LARGE 1 ITEM 
& 2-32 oz. Pepsis 
Happy Hou, AJI Day & Night Every Wed. 
ONLY~-' '?~~ ~>~~ 
,nclud!lnero, ~ -i"~~) 
Pepsi 0' Jeer 0 [t 
(with proof.." age) wilt. 
Eat-In Orders \ \ l 
Open for Lunch Delivery , 
Mon-Sat 11 am 
Wednesday SpedaI not valid wi1t1 any 
other coupons. no .1.b511tutionS 
515 s. II. C·dale 529·1344 
t:' "II",' .l'!.rt J 1 (I 
Parental 'choice' not favored by school boards 
WASHINGTON (UPl) - A Education Infonnation, 1.., a children, favor the idea. administratior.. of public school superin-
sarvey released T'lf"sday "Profile of School Board Although President Reagan The center's study said a tendents surveyed in fall 1987 
found only a few of the nation's Presidents:n the U.S.," said first gave impetus to the idea 1987 Gatup Organization poll favor~ "choice." 
school board presidants and only a ~rd of the 1,217 school of '''choice'' in the wake of a found 71 percent of the general "Choice" is slightly more 
superintendents favor letting board ;;lresidents polled favor 1983 report about the poor public favored choice and 76 popular among board 
parents choose their childrenc; "choice" in educa tion, academic achievement of percent of parents of public presidents in the largest inner 
school, a key element oj" although national opinicil polls Am~ican students, President school children liked the idea. cities, 53 percent, and in rural 
President Bush's proposed have found that three-fourths Bush further popularized the Only 36 percent of school communities, 40 percent, and 
education policy. of the general public, and of idea during the presidential board presidents surveyed in least popular in suburbs, 28 
The National Center for parents of public school campaign and in his new winter 1988-89 and 31 percent .,er<.'ent. 
Females get fair potty privileges Three universities seeking 
Bush presidential library RICHMOND, Va. \ UPI) -Virginia's new "potty parity" 
regulations to eliminare long 
lines at womeL's bathrooms 
take effect Wednesday, ap-
proved by a legislature con-
vinced that females need 
liberating in the ladies rooms 
ofthe state. 
Old plumbing codes required 
an equal number of facilities 
for men and women, but 
Republican State Delegate 
Jack Rollison, armed with a 
Virginia Tech study of why 
lines at ladies rooms were 
longer, ?ersuaded a male-
dominated iegislature to 
change. 
As of March 1, a toilet will be 
required for every 75 women in 
new church.:<;, compared with 
15(.1 for men. For new public 
pools, women's toilets must 
outnumbe~ men's 2-to-l, and 
ror museums or theaters, there 
E~quisite 
ORIENTAL RUGS 
* 100% Wool "Handmade 
Directly Imponed 
Competi~ive Prices 
30-50% Below Retail 
(618)549-6330 
Giant City Road 
Ca.rtx>ndaie n. 62901 
must be a fixture for e\'ery 125 
men as compared with 65 
W'lmen. As in the past, half the 
men's facilities can be urinals. 
The notion that women took 
longer in bathrooms because 
of primping is a "rid5culous .. 
male chauvinist viewpoint 
(that) doesn't stand up at all, II 
Rollison said. 
The Virginia Tech resear-
chers, who tirr.ed lines with 
stopwatches, found women 
take longer - 2-and-a-half to 3 
mint;tes compared with 84 
seconds for men - because of 
clothing restrictions, because 
there's no time-saving female 
equivalent of a urinal and 
because they often must attend 
to small clLldren as well as 
themselves. 
Menstrual cycles, bladder 
infections and pregnancy were 
also cited as contributing t6 
more frequent visits to the 
bathroom. 
Rollison steered the code 
changes through the 1988 
General Assembly and pur-
suaded the state Housing and 
Community Development 
Board to approve the change 
last November without any 
opposition from contractors. 
Lawmakers had 30 days to 
object during the 1989 session 
but none did and the changes 
take effect March 1. 
The Virginia plan will be 
presented to the national 
conference of Building Of-
ficials and Code Ad-
ministrators at its meeting 
next month ir. St. Louis. 
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HOUSTON <uP!) -
George Bush has been 
president less than six 
weeks, but at least three 
universities already are 
maneuvering to become the 
site for the Bush 
presidential library aft.er he 
leaves office. 
Rice University, Texas A-
M University and Bush's 
alma mater. Yale 
u.~ 
Univer!'ity, all arc ex-
pressing interest In 
aP.quiring the library, which 
would store Busb's 
presidential papers. 
Bush has been quoted as 
saying he already has 
decided his presidential 
papers should go to a Texas 
university, but that is not 
deterring efforts by Yale to 
secure the library. 
SPRIN BREAK 
SPECIAL 
For just $49.50 each way, you and your friends 
can afford 10 pile on Gre)'flound. Whet'- it's 
Ihe beach, the slopes or your hornell n, going 
Gre)'flound won't cramp your style. 
Group of 3S or more can qualify for exclusive 
coach occupancy. 
$992~ 
Trip 
aGOGREYHOUND 717 S. University 
.Analeave-d1edrivingtous: 549-3495 
InterGreek Counci"~ 42Dd Annual 
Theta Xi 
Variety Show 
'2\9aring Witfi tfie 20's 1/ 
Saturday, March 4 
at 8:00 pm 
Shryock Auditorium 
Tickets available at 
the Office of Student Development ~ :$3~50'·· 
Hazardous l ~~:!::o!~~ 5+~~~~1 ~be< 0{ .. ten ,.,tin, 
waste topic I to~l' see a loss coming," baf~~pscn Point and Greek 
f Tanner said looking ahead to Row students casted more o lecture the ge~ral election. . ballots than any other DUring thf' campaign student-populatec. precinct 
G. Fred Lee, Tanner vowed to represent with 4.3 pt'.-cent of thoSe 
distinguished professor the students, but in the registered voting. 
at the New Jersey In- heavily student populated Candidates Tuxhorn Yow 
stitute of Technology, precincts, he receiv~ nine Flowers and Tanner will 
will give a free lecture on votes. advance to the April 4 general 
waste management at 8 "Students really don't election. 
tonight in 218 Neckers, care," Tanner said. "They Incumbent Tuxhorn is 
buildingC. are apathetic and I don't running for his seventh year 
Lee, a professor of civil think that will change." . on the council. The 33-year-
and environmental Jackson County Clerk old program director for 
engineering, will present Robert Harrell estimated that Carbondale Cablevision was 
"Solid and Hazardous Tuesday's primary cost the elected in 1983 for a two-year 
Waste Management: county between $12,000 and term and in 1985 for a four-
Problems With Current $14,000. year term. 
Approaches" as part of Of the 14,299 registered Flowers, a University job 
the Southern Illinois Carbondale township voters, placement specialist, 
section of the American 849 actuallv casterl ballots. graduated from SIU-C in 1975. 
Chemical Society's The 24th Precinct polling The 36-year-old Carbondale 
lecture series. place, Evergreen Terrace and resident was the former 
Gerald Smith, director surrounding area, had the Carbondale chapter president 
of the SIU-C molecular least number of voters with of the National Association 
science program, said less than one percent of the for the Advancement of 
Lee will speak for about voters actually casting Colored People and serves on 
an hour on waste ballots. the Liquor Advisory Board 
management on the The highest turnout of and the Center for In-
national level. He said voters came from the 14th dependent Living. 
hazardous waste is a Precinct polling place, Incumbent Yow, running 
current topic of interest Epiphany Lutheran Church, for his fifth year on the 
to the public. lSOI Chautauqua, with 14 council, is retired frOIl! over 
Lee has testified before percent of the registered 20 years of Carbondale 
the Environmental voters coming to the polls. government work with the 
Protection Agency on Student-populated Precincts code enforcemen~ division. 
hazardous waste disposal 2!, 22, 23, 25 and 29, SIU-C The 66-year-old councilman 
and has visited the Soviet and surrounding area, was elected mayor pro tern 
Union to help clean up the I a veraged two percent of the by his council peers. 
Volga River which runs 
___ th_lrOU_gh_M_OS_C_CW_· _ --'1 SEARCH,. from Page 1-------
DETOUR, 
from Page 1 --
median crol!sovers were 
constructed to divert west-
bound traffic into the east-
bound lane. 
The lane closings are ex-
pected to cause traffic backups 
and delays, especially during 
thE' morning and evening rush 
hours, Zieba said. Delays are 
expected to be about 20 to 30 
minutes. 
The average daily traffic of 
Route 13 is about 20,000 
vehicles and Zieba expects 
2,000 vehicles to pass through 
the construction section during 
evening rush hour. 
Zieba suggested motorists 
alter travel time, participate 
in car pools anc use alternate 
routes to avoid traffic delays. 
Barricades, concrete 
barriers, flashing arrow 
boards and speed limit signs 
will be set up to cautiO!] 
motorists, he said. 
Construction on the bridges, 
which serve as passageways 
for boat traffic possible falling 
concrete, but Zieba said those 
dnterruptions will be minimal 
and that there will be nODe on 
weekends and holidays, when 
boat traffic is at its heaviest. 
Clarification 
Cans for the R.E.M. contest 
should be taken to the 
Southern Recycling Center at 
cellor Lawrence K. Pettit or Shepherd was the associate 
his designate, and President vice president prior to July I, 
John C. Guyon. 1987, when he took over as 
Candidates will be brought acting vi-:e president. He was 
in for interviewing shortly officially named vice president 
after spring break, Shepherd on May 15,198'3. . 
said. Since then the vacant 
Shepherd said he wants to position has been held by Mary 
have to position filled on or Lou Higgerson, as acting 
before July 1. associate vice president. 
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Ii 
220 S. Washington in Car- 4-
bondale. Receipts should be 
taken to WIDB which is 
located on the fourth floor of 
the Student Center. This in-
formation was omitted from 
an article in Tuesday's Daily 
Egyptian. 
Tickets for "Gypsy Baron" 
are $3 for students, $6 for the 
general public and $5 for 
senior citizens for Friday and 
Saturday performances. 
Thursday and Sunday prices 
are $3, $5 and $4 respectively. 
aEs ~fP.tP!_~. i!1 Monday's Daily 
gypum. 
: " Thursday and Sund ... $5.00 
• - { Frida)' and Saturday'. $6.00 
I Stud.'tJb - $3.00 
- .. :lDp'" 
Store Sale 
Ze[1ith T.V.'s & V.C.R's 
Kenwood Stereos & 
Infinity Speakers 
Repair Service 
T.V.'s, Stereos, & 
V.C.R.'s-Any Model 
715 S. illinois 
(across from 710) 
529-4717 . 
NATIONAL AEROBI 
CERTlFlCATIQN 
Corning To You! 
March 19th 9am-6:00pm 
Brought to you by: 
Gr!~~1~HS 
I Mile S. ofSIU on HWY 51 
To Rl.-gistl"r Contact: 
Cathy BcHemey 
5 2 9 .. 4404~K' 
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r;C;tt::W1geMtR}f1 
C.w.c XT 640K $ 799.99 
C.W.C AT286 12UhZI1299.9& 
C.W.C AT386 25Uhz 1999.99 
~@If PRINTERS 
NX 1 000 9-PIN 
NX2400 24 -PIN 
lASER8 lASER 
1249.99 399.99 
$1799.99 
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FANTASTIC MARCH SPECIALS 
5:00pm-6:00pm Early Bird Special 
$2_00 OFF All Dinner Entrees(Exciud""'N.ghl~SpociaIsI 
WED NIGHTS 
All You Can Eat Shrimp Dinner $10.95 
"t"."", "",. "., •• ,., .,.,. ,"".," ,.,. 
NIGHTLY DRINK SPE.C\ALS 
~Select Import 8eer$1.10 
Y!M... Draft Beer .35¢ 
Thurs. Sto!i $1.10 
FrL FAC. 3 for 1 Happy Hour3-7 10-Mid 
SilL..3 for 1 Happy Hour 10-Mid. 
Reservations Recommended 
201 N. Washington 
529-3322 
FREE LIVE 
COMEDY EVERY 
WEDNESDAY 
NIGHT IN THE 
STUDENT CENTER 
BIG MUDDY 
ROOM 
AT 9:00 PM 
Sc.hooIgocY('IUdown J 
Then mak<e ~/cdncwy, yOW' 
mgtl[ [0 (.u[ I.:.oK:Mld laugh ~( 
lhe ha:les~ iIoI.md-up wfl'H'xilM'l' 
If'I me bw.ma:,1 tnJUf the hil .. r~l" 
ofYOl.lffavorllcpwf~IOIl.iII 
C.omcdl4iN nay Wednad .. .,. ., 
9.:tO p..a; In'~ all.r\t'w 
'Comed, ClC'lIar," Ioc.;o.ted In du." 
Big Mudd~ Koc:rn of the SIWf:ru 
Cenle:, absolu[~I~' PRl:l:: 04 
charge i Don't bt: .. ued: III the 
mud~eJOU1{hcn..n.I.a'Jgru 
Pz;z:;;J$p«-lal1.and (oi.c::n 
dlK.Ot!nt.!i Il'\. i h~ Afc.;t,dl':: (,"'''''Iy 
Wcdnad.ay niSlihr :u ~ DO ITl tho: 
'ConH!d., Cdi.n· -ill the Sludelil 
untC'ol 
Michael Rapport 
March 1st 
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DREAM, from Page 3 
said. "We got better!" he 
laughed. "We've collected 
about 10 notebooks of 
materia!." 
Since it's always polite to 
cite your sources, Ossie and 
Ruhy thoughtfully 
acknowledged the many 
contributors to their oral 
anthology of poems, essays 
and stories prior to their 
performance of "An Evening 
With Ruby and Ossie." 
"Tonight you'll hear the 
poetry of Langston Hughes," 
Ossie announced to the 
audience, "but we also include 
things we overhear in 
restauranrs. " 
"You've so graciously 
welcomed us into ~our home. 
Our stock in trade 18 words, so 
let us now welcome you into 
our house of words," he added. 
The performance, touted as 
the highlight of Black History 
Month at SIU-C, did not limit 
i.tself to dramatic readings of 
socially-conscious BTacit 
literature. 
RUBY AND OSSIE, having 
just celebrated their 40th 
wed:ling anniversary, also 
found time to gently poke fun 
at the institution of marriage. 
Mischievously ~rinning at 
his wife, Ossie obs"rved. "The 
only cure for love is 
marriage." 
Ruby retaliated with a 
warning to the ladies in the 
audience, "Make sure that 
after you sink into his arms, 
you don't wind up with your 
arms in his sink. " 
She also entertained with 
animated readings .Jf Robert 
Frost's "Fire and Ice" and /I. 
soul version of Adam and 
Eve's fall from grace in the 
Garden of Eden. 
About a quarter of the way 
through the performance, the 
presentations became more 
focused on the struggles of the 
Black culture, as Ruby and 
Ossie delivered a selection of 
essays and poems by black 
American writer.;. 
RUBY QUOTED black 
philosopher Bob Kaufman, 
"The first man was an idealist, 
bul he died. He couldn't sur-
vive the first truth." 
Ossie delivered a touching 
eulogy for one of his greatest 
influences, black essayist 
Sterling Brown, who died last 
month. 
"It's going to take 
stronger envisionings 
for this generation to 
look beyond today's 
sorro ws to see the jo y 
ahead of us. " 
-Ruby Dee 
Quoting his late mentor, 
Ossie asked, "What is the 
value 01. Black culture? Why 
don't we just becvu:.e honorary 
white folks and forget the 
racial strife 01. yesterday?" 
"Because you can no longer 
be your true self when you 
deny your past. That's the 
reason Sterling ga ve for 
rr:.membering," Ossie an-
swered. 
THOUGH BOTH (}.;sie and 
Ruby possess fine, al ticulate 
speaking voices, the sound 
sy!>tem in Ballroom D reduced 
their audibility to the first few 
rows. 
This technical problem was 
happily unable to prevent the 
audlence from enjoying such 
readings as .. A Dream 
Deferred" and "Daybreak in 
Alabama," two Langston 
Hughes poems, which the 
couple performed together, 
creating a dramatic echo 
effect. 
THE PERFORMANCE was 
not without its lighter 
moments. Ossie sprouted a 
delightful African accent to 
relate "Ejap,1='8 and the Hot 
Water Test, , an African folk 
tale for childreD-
Ejappa. a mischievous 
tortoise, is the African an-
cestor 01. Br'er Rabbit, ac-
cording to Ossie. 
Ruby proved that her 
husband wasn't the only one 
adept at colorful storytelling 
as she J'f'.ad from "Ruby 
Goose," her personal collec-
tion of fractured fairy tales, 
which parody childrens' 
nursery rhymes by in-
troducing social and cultural 
problems in black America. 
THE MOST EVOCATIVE 
poem of the evening was an 
original work by Ruby which 
takes place in the year 2005. 
The dreamli ·.e poem 
dest"ribes the end of Apartheid 
in South Africa and the freeing 
of Nelson Mandela. 
fO~~ce c!~~d so!~e reG:;: 
tions on why, after 25 years, he 
and Ruby still continue to 
perform at universities across 
the country, cdebratir..g the 
arts in the Black culture. .. 
"Throughout this century, 
wherever racism has existed, 
most bls.ck people died for just 
being black. Someday, with 
our help, these things will 
end." 
HISTORY, from Page 3---- JGJl DEAL OF THE WEEK blues singer Della Reese, 
educator-historian Sterling 
Buckey, children's author-
illustrator Margaret 
Burroughs and Lerone Bennet 
Jr., senior editor of Ebony 
magazine, were some of the 
first well-known blacks to visit 
the campus. 
ORIGINALLY, BLACK 
History Month was only a 
week. Every year in black 
schools, churches, civic and 
political organizations, the 
National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored 
People rarticipated in 
historica readings and 
discussions. 
Now, one month out of the 
year recognizes Black History 
Month. But some feel that one 
month isn't enough. ' 
"How can we be expected to 
see all that our Black history 
has to offer in just one month," 
Mullings said. "Why can't 
every month be Black History 
Month?" 
Tripp said February was 
chosen because many blacks 
R.E.M. to give 
white pine 
to local park 
By Nora 3entley 
Staff Writer 
Members of R.E.M. will be 
present for the planting of a 
tree they donated to the city. 
The eeremony will take pillce 
at 4:30 Thursday at ~vergreen 
Park. 
The tree will be planted at 
the east end of the park near 
the playground. The park is 
located south of town, along 
Pleasant Hill Road. 
Michelle Suarez, Arena 
promotions specialist, said she 
contacted Carbondale Clean 
and Green, the local branch of 
Keep America Beautiful, when 
she found out that R.E.M. was 
interested in doing a public 
service for Carbondale. 
Jeanne Foster, Clean and 
Green's program cc~rdinator, 
said the band will be presented 
with a plaque thanking them 
for the donation. Clean and 
Green deals witl. basic en-
vironmental issues such as 
keeping the community clean, 
FostersaiG.. 
"We appreciate the fact they 
(R.E.M.l are so supportive of 
environmental issues," Fostf:r 
said. The tree to be planted is a 
WbilpPinc. 
"-eel.. &ily Eeyptian. Mafdll, 1_ 
associated Abraham Lincoln 
as one who helped blacks with 
the struggle endured during 
slavery. Since Lincoln's bir-
thday is in February, Black 
History Month 1S also 
celebrated that month. 
STUDENTS HAVE varied 
opinions about Bladt History 
Month. 
"It is used as a stepping 
stone to carry out a goal to 
produce better things for 
everyone," P. Mark Wallace, a 
senior in computer science, 
said. "We should look at the 
past as a learning experience 
and as a motivator for the 
future." 
Holly Gramer, a senior in 
speech communications said, 
"Black History Month informs 
us r.bout the trials and 
tribulations that black people 
went t/J!"~;ugh to get their 
rights." 
According to Karenga, 
history is a source of self-
understanding for blacks in 
three ways: It serves as a 
solution to the identity 
question, in terms of historic 
origin and achievement; it 
suggests future national and 
international achievements, 
based on what has been 
achieved in the past; and, it 
reveals the uniqueness of 
black people based on their 
contributions to human history 
and development. 
KARENGA ALSO says that 
the relevance of blacks is 
rooted in its contribution to 
their intellectual and political 
emanci~tion. 
There has been a move by 
the Peoples College of Chicago 
to have Black HIStory Month 
caHed Black Liberation 
Month. 
Tripp said he agrees. 
"Blacks have yet to be 
liberated and are constantly in 
a struggle," he said. 
.. (The name change) ac-
curately reflects the needs of 
the black movement, par-
ticularly the need to build on 
the massive participation of 
people during the struggle in 
the GOs. " 
~~ PIONEER· KE1525 
ONLY CAR STEREO 
311 ,3/7 
$13 9 ·SupeHuner ·auto....,-epla., 
Eastgate Shopping Center-Carbondale' 
Notice of Routine Spraying of Pesticides and 
Herbicides on the campus of SIU-C. 
Notice Is hereby given to the StU-Carbondale commootty. thai starling on March 15, '989, appllcatfon 01 pesticlc'hN 
and herbicides wHI be U$lId routinely when nece$SOry lor the ptoper cafe and mc:intenance 01 the campus. All 
applications are coVfHfld lllder Federal and Stat. GuIdelines. and wlH be applied only by quaJifIed Hcensed 
application personnel. 
Pest 
spider mites 
leaf miner 
leaf Spots 
broadleQf weeds 
annual weeds 
weeds 
bagworms 
scale 
ROUTINE SPRAY SCHEDULE 
Month 
May 
May 
April 
March 
April 
April 
June 
April 
Frequency 
1 per year 
1 per year 
3 per year 
1 per year 
1 per year 
1 per year 
1 peryear 
1 peryear 
Area 
All campus 
All campus 
All campus 
All campus 
All campus 
All campus 
All campus 
All campus 
Information regarding potential health hazards from pesticide ap,:..'fications is available on the pesticide labels. 
This information is avaHabie at the Physicat Plant. 
Briefs 
ATS MAJORS can pick up 
[Ire-registration cards from B 
to 4:30 p.m. today through 
Friday in CTC 126. 
PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS 
Association will meet from 5 tl'l 
6:30 p.m. Thursday in Life 
Science II Room 430. New 
members welcome. 
LITTLE EGYPT Student 
Grotto (cavers) will meet at 7 
tonight in Student Center 
Activity Room A. 
sm VETERANS Club meets 
at B tonight in the Student 
Center Makinaw Room. For 
information call 54!H)(137. 
SIU-C WEIGHTLIFTING 
Club meets at 7:30 toni~t in 
the Rec Center Video L~e. 
SOUTHERN ,LLINOIS 
Latin Solidarity Committee 
will show "Cover Up, the Iran-
Contra Scandal" at 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday at the Newman 
Center, 715 S. Washington. 
GRADUATE AND 
Professional Student Council 
meets at 7 tonight. in the 
Student Center Thebes Room. 
Attendence is mandatory. 
CHEMISTRY -BIOCHEMI-
STRYwill present GeorgeW .. 
Flynn of Columbia University 
at 4 p.m. today in Van Lente 
Lecture Hall. Refreshments 
will be serveJ at 3:30 in the 
hallfoyer. 
AMERICAN CHEMICAL 
Society will present G. Fred 
Lee of the New Jersey Institute 
of Technol~' at 8 tonight. 
in Neckers 21B. Subject: "Solid 
and Hazardous Waste 
Management: Problems with 
CurrootApproaches. " 
COMPUTING AFFAIRS 
workshops: "Introduction to 
LaTeX" from 10 to 11:50 a.m. 
March 6 in Faner l025A; 
"Scientific Computer 
Graphics" from 1 to 2:50 p.m. 
March 6 I session 1) and March 
8 (session 2) in Faner 1025A. 
To register, call 453-4361. 
sm AMATEUR Radio Club 
meets at 8 tonight in the 
Student Center Illinois Room. 
AMA DEPARTMENT 
meetings: administrative 
affairs at 5 today; public 
relations at 6 tonight; and 
advertising at 7 tonight at the 
AMAoffice. 
PEACE CORPS will show 
the free film "Let It Begin 
Here'~ at 7 tonight in the· 
StudeiJt Center Mississippi 
Roont 
UNDERGRADUATE STU-
DENT Government will bold a 
senate meeting at 7 tonight in 
Student Center Ballroom B. 
Public is welcome to attend. 
RE-ENTRY WOMEN'S 
Brown Bag Luncheon will be 
from noon to 1 today in Woody 
Hall Room B-to2. 
COBA SOPHOMORES may 
pick up advanced registration 
appointment cards today. 
EGYPTIAN DIVERS Scuba 
Club meets at 6:30 tonight in 
the Student Center Troy and 
\:orirK.h rooms. 
GAMMA BETA Phi honor 
society meets at 7 tonight in 
Browne Auditorium. 
SOUTHER!\' ILU!';OIS 
Wingers, Chapter Q of the Gold 
Wing,Riders Association, meet 
at 7:!&0 tonight at Bonanza, 
Rout;'13 West. 
Drought blamed for carcinogen in corn 
WASHINGTON (UPI) -
The 1988 drought increased the 
presence of a natural cancer-
causing substance i!l last 
year's U.S. corn crop, but the 
government said Tuesday the 
naUon's food supply is not in 
danger. 
The Food and Drug Ad-
ministration said aflatoxin, a 
natural carcinogen produced 
by a mold, was de~ted in 6 
percent of the field eorn -
used in breakfast cereals, 
seme popcorn, tortillas, corn 
chips and cattle feed -
"primarily in the Midwest as a 
fe-,ult of the drought." 
"The problem has required 
the diversion of some corn to 
feed r.on-Jairy cattle, so that 
human exposure is 
minimized," the FDA said. 
"There is plenty of aflatoxin-
free corn available for human 
consumption. 
"The corn hit by the increase 
in aflatoxin is what is 
generally called field corn, not 
sweet corn or 'eating ears,'" 
the agency said. "To confirm 
that sweet corn was not a 
~ HIGH & LOW TOP tJ:i ~~MEtt·S CLEfiRfittCE~·~ 
eAvia . reg '3'.'99 '~.Etoni( - .. ' 
.Pony to $80. .. ".Hvw Balance 
.Ellene '. "a' .Lotto 
SJu,D n. Stuff-
problem, samples of sweet 
corn - canned, canned cream 
and frozen - were recently 
tested. They showed no 
aflatoxin." 
But the FDA, using new 
guidelines, said it found "some 
milk in Texas, Minnesota, 
Iowa and Southern 1I1inois has 
tested higher" than its limit of 
0.5 parts per billion of aflatoxin 
•. a nd has been dumped. " 
af~~~~::; w:~!~o :o~cnef~~~~ 
of 263 samples of corn flour 
and corn meal treated, the 
FDA said, adding, "Aflatoxin 
wouie be significantly reduced 
by subsequent cooking of grits 
or corn ilour or meal. " 
The government agency said 
tests of grain since Oct. I, 1988, 
"have shown about 6 percent, 
or 95 samples out of about 
1,650, to be above" the limit of 
20 ppb for field corn. 
"FDA's policy is to bar the 
higher aflatoxin corn from 
human use and or divert it to 
safe use as animal feed," the 
agency said. 
KOPIES & MORE 
607 S. Illinois Ave 529-5679 
"Resume $1695 
One page with 10 FREE Copies 
Our large o:e1ection of quality paper with malChing envelopes as well as 
over 65 dilferent typefaces allow our professionals 10 creale personal 
Resumes That Sell You! 
Shop and Compare Our 
Every Day LOw Prices 
On Quality Drugs 
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I Good Through I 
, March 31, 111811 I 
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Phone No 549-0709 
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12pm-6pm Sun. 
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Tower dispute focuses attention on alcoholism 
BOSTON (UPI) - John 
Tower's stormy nominatiuil as 
Defense Secretary has focm.ed 
attention on alcoholism, 
especially the difficulty in 
defining and diagnosing what 
constitutes a drinking 
problem, experts said 
Tuesday. 
Although many people who 
ubuse alcohol have physical 
3igns, many do not, the experts 
~id. Doctors must use a 
variety of criteria to diagnose 
cslcoholism or alcohol abuse, 
especially psychological and 
social factors. experts said. 
"I know of no single test that 
could tell you whether or not 
somebody was alcoholic or 
n<'t," said Dr. Morris Chafctz, 
rounding director of the 
Natonal Institute on Alcohol 
Abuse and Alcoholism. 
"It is not a cle~rly defined 
illness. It is mllitifaceted. It is 
complex," said Chafetz, who 
now heads the non-profit 
Health Education Foundation 
in Washington. 
Tower, whose nomination 
has been 3talled in part by 
allegations of heavy drinking, 
has said an examination he 
underwent beforo: surgery in 
January found no evidence of 
liver damage, and he showed 
no sign> of alcohol withdrawal 
during his r~uperation. 
Liver damage and alcohol 
withdrawal symptoms would 
be highly suggestive that 
someone had a drinking 
problem, the experts said. But 
the absence of those things do 
not rule out the possibility 
someone abuses akohol, the~' 
said. 
"The absence of alcohol 
withdrawal does not preclude 
the presence of alcoholism," 
said Dr. Daniel Flavin of the 
:''lational Council on 
Alcoholism iil New York. 
Experts agree that one of the 
most important indicatioru; 
that mmoone has a drinking 
problem ~ whether drinking 
~~~li~: :~ba~:tsa~~~ 
of those arour.d them. 
"What you have to do is meet 
with the individual, meet with 
the family, peers, frit~nds and 
employers. You have 1:0 gather 
information from ali these 
sources in addition to a 
complete physical 
evaluation," said Flavin. 
Dr. Jack Mendelson, 
director of the Alcohol and 
Drug AL'use Rese.arch Ce.'1ter 
at McLean Hospital in 
Belmont, Mass., said tb~ 
context in which someone 
drinks is impor~nt. 
The times when drinking 
may be a problem woald be 
Study shows leading cause 
of infant death as homocide 
BAL TIMORE (UPl) 
Homicide is the leading cause 
of injury death for children 
under 1 aC~l)6s the nation, with 
child abuse accounEng for one-
third of those cases, a public 
health study showed Tuesday. 
Anna Waller, a researcher at 
Johns Hopkins School of Public 
~:~U:~i~d a~~~~ f~~~ 
percent of injury deaths in 
children under 1. About one-
third of those involved chlld 
abuse, which was the m(Jl;t 
important component of 
homicide." 
The researchers, whose 
study was based on 1980-85 
figures gathe!"ed by the 
National Center for Health 
Statistics, did not compare the 
homicide rate in young 
children to that of ddults. But 
FBI statistics from 1987 in-
dicate U.S. adults have a 1.3 
percent char.ce of being 
murdered. 
A breakdown of the Johns 
H!lpkins study showed 16 
percent of children bIder 1 
died in motor vehicle-related 
accidents; 14 percent suf-
focated; 10 percent died in a 
house fire; 9 percent choked I)n 
food; 7 percent choked on 
other items; 7 percent 
drowned and 20 percent diEd of 
unknown causes. 
In children ages 1 through 4, 
10 percent of all deaths were 
attributed to homicide. 
Also, house fire and 
homicide death rates for black 
children .... eee more than three 
times the rate for whites in all 
age groups under 10, the study 
showed. 
The study published 
Tuesday in the American 
Journal of Public Ht>.alth noted 
the most significant increase 
in injucy deaths was in the 
suicide category, where the 
death rate for 10- to 14-year-
olds was up 112 percent bet-
ween 1980 and 1985. 
"We've known for a long 
time that injuries kill more 
U.S. children from birth to nge 
14 than cancer and infectious 
diseases combined (ap-
prOXimately 10,000 children 
annually) and now, for the 
first time, the leading cause of 
death for eacll state has been 
uncovered," said Susan Baker, 
co-director of the Johns 
Hopkins Injury Prevention 
Center ar.d one 'If the study's 
authors. ' 
The leading causes of IDi~­
related death vary greatly 
from state to state, said Baker. 
In the District of Columbia, 
homicide is the leading cause 
of injury death for children up 
to the age of 14, but rartks sixth 
in Mississippi. 
Overall, homicide is the No. 
1 cause of injury death in 
children up to age 1. 
Conference offered to agencies 
The Interconnecting Ideas 
Conference will be March 17, 
1989, at John A. Logan Com-
munity College in Cariel"Viile. 
Registration will be from 8:30 
to 9:30 a.m. and the conference 
will befrom9:30a.m. to3 p.m. 
The confer"!:nce is an op-
portunity for tnsinesses and 
agencies il.I Southern Illinois to 
share their ideas and ac-
complishments, and to gain 
valuable information. 
USAPOSTAL _*.E~ 
Send One Fax 
receiv~ return 
Fax 
____ f!?~~L __ _ 
The theme for this year's 
workshop is "Helping 
Others ... Helping Ourselves" 
and will include an all-day 
schedule of workshops, 
exhibits and speakers. 
S9me workshops offered at 
the conference include: 
Marketing services, domestic 
violence, grant writing, 
alcohol abuse in the aged and 
literacy problems. 
The featured guest speaker 
SlUe 
SP&J'I~S. .. 
Ulft,at doM 
trfe,ftrM~ 
will be Timothy A. Andriano, 
administrator of pi&nning, 
with the Illinois Departm.)nt of 
Rehabilitation Services. His 
topic will be "Community 
Development-networking Be-
tween Agencies." 
Registration fee is $12 per 
~: ~~~c~h~ldFO~ ~:~ 
information call Jean Ellen 
Boyd, 634-2242 or Linda 
Goepper, 529-22fi2. 
SH~UNTEL RANDY 
different for ar airline pilot, 
for example, compared to 
someone in anClther oc-
cupation, said Mendo:>JSon, who 
is also a professor of 
psychiatry at Harvard 
Medical School. 
Although a highly dependent 
alcoholic usually can be e:tsily 
identified, it may be nlore 
difficult to identify a drinking 
problem in someone whose 
problem is less clear-cut, said 
Flavin. 
"There's a fine line that 
people cross from al<:ohol 
abuse into alcohol depen-
dence," sa,d Flavin. "Even 
bonafide experts in the field 
can differ." 
The National Council on 
Alcoholism defir~f'S an 
alcoholic as sorr.~ne who 
cannot cor.sistently pr·;!(\ict 
how much they will drink, how 
tbty Will behave when they 
drink and when they will be 
able to stop drinking. 
The National Institute on 
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism 
~timates that 23 mi!iion 
Americans have a drinking 
problem, including 10.5 mi!liol~ 
adults who are alcoholics 
'".cause they are physkaliy 
~i\li:en;d~t!lc~h~ a~~Js! 
alcohol. More than 1 million 
Americans c.re estimated to be 
recovering alcoholics. 
While the Tower controversy 
has provided an opportunity to 
educate the public about 
alcohol abuse by focusing 
attentk~ on it, Flavin said he 
was concerned the publicity 
could have a negative lIDpaCt. 
"I hope that people would 
understand that alc'lbolism is 
a treatoble diseal>e. It is not a 
moral wea'mess. It should be 
treated as any other disease 
process," he said. 
li Lunch Combo Special ~. . ~~ or.swc~~~ .. ~~!~~ickcn 2. 9 5 . . mcludmg soup, eggroll . & (rled rice 
1 mile S. of STU on 51 549-7231 
~Save. $. Bring Your Own U UO~~ 
~~-_~~~~;;-~0~~~~*ji~fiiB%-~ 
ARNOLD'S MARKET ~ 
12 pk Pepsi Products 2 for $5.00 _a.. 
: BBQ Ham $4.09 lb. D!; 
. Sirloin lip Roast $2.29 lb. ~ 
indian River Orange Juice $1.29 1 /~ gaJ.8 
SPECIAL 
2 for $5.00 
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The Student Health Program Advisory Board will 
hold a PUBLIC FORUM for students regdrding 
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES 
on the SIUC campus. This forum will be at 
5PM THURSDAY, MARCH 2 
Kesnar Hall Conference Room 
Students who have concerns regarding availability of mental health 
S9rVk:e/i on campus, or trouble in accessing Ihose ser>'ices, are 
encouraged to attend and expres~ !heir views. 
Part of Your slue Student Heal!h Program 
ROD DALE LYNN 
Mailbox Rentals 
Rent 3 Months 
at $5a month 
receive 3 me.nrhs 
FREE! 
;t{ ea./( td !df/. ? JACKSON BODENDIECK RIEGER JAC\lBS RUBIN J! 
700 S IL. AVE. 
Carbondale. IL 62901 
(618)549-1300 
Located In, 
Borgsmiller 
. Travel . 
Page 10. Oilil:; Eg:'pt,an. March j 
Part of Your slue 
Student Health 
Freshman Junior 
Pre-Major Auto 
Management 
"Perkiness or 
something.- "Being physically 
and mentally 
stable.-
Junior Junior Freshman 
Electrical Advertising Business 
Engineering 
Technology -Being fit. 'Mentally hilling a 
Feeling good positive attitude 
-It would have to aiJout yourself, and being in good 
include the body a.'ld knowing . $pirits. Physically 
and the mind what your major staying active wi!h 
which is spiritual is.' sports and things like thaI. ThaI's 
as well as basicaJ v how I see 
physical: it: 
Election commission to tackle voting problems 
By Miguel Alba 
Staff Writer 
Eluninating voting fraud 
and smoothing out operatiC'llS 
at the polling locations are 
prutterns being tackled by the 
recentlY aj.'pointed Un-
dergraduate Student Gover-
nment election commission. 
"There were elect.it>n fraud 
complaints in the past, Bill 
Hall, USG president said. "The 
work being done by the 
commission is very im-
portant." 
Hall cited students voting 
more than once as a rcoc-
CTt~ger!::o;:~~mCommission is 
Te;.;ponsible for overseeing the 
entIre election process, in-
cluding enforcing election 
rules and providing publicity 
for the event. 
Debbie Hughes, election 
commissioner, said there 
would, "lie no contention of 
vote fraud this year." 
Hughes, a foreign exchange 
student, haE !:.ad two and one-
half years experience worlring 
in stude!:t government at 
CUrtin University iJ:. "~tern 
Ai!Stralia. 
Hughes recommendec. a 
system she feels has proven 
effective in a past election she 
conducted, whereby envelopes 
and a master list of all 
student!, is used. Regardless of 
where a stude,lt voted, only 
one vote per student would be 
coonted. 
The total cost is estimated ~ 
run several hundred dollars, 
most of the money going to the 
printing of the ballots and 
publicity. Last year's elections 
ran about $::iOO, plus publicity, 
Susan Hall, USG sena tor, said. 
Ironically. no funw have 
been allocated by the USG for 
elections this year, so the 
commission must ask the USG 
finance committee for the 
money. The election com-
mission also will ask for 
donatio~s from local 
businesses. 
The five-member com-
mission set April 19 as the 
tentative date, pending the 
senate's approval, for the 
elections. 
The commission also set 
deadlines for registering to run 
in the elections. President and 
vice president must register 
and pick up their petWQn 
forms between March 6 to 
10. Senators have between 
March 6 to 24 to registar and 
picit up their petition forms. 
ca~~~~t~~1~olj[;:d~ 
signitun;s, 75 from each of the 
four geographical areas: East 
Campus, Thompson Point, 
East side (all areas east of 
railroa.1 ''racks along U.S. 51), 
and West side (all areas west 
of railroad tracks along U.S. 
51). 
This is all 
you need to ayp 
for the Carn. 
With Automatic Approval, it's easier to qualify"rhile you're still in school. 
Now getting the Card is easier than ever. For the 
~ry first time, students can apply for the Anl'--:can 
Expre'i'ie Card owr the phone. 
Simply caJll-800-942-M!EX. ~'n take your appli-
cation by phone and begin to p~ it right away 
~ It couldn't be easier. 
NOATI-IWEST What's more. ~ you attend 
AI ALI N ES this school full time, you caP. also take . :ulvantage of the Automauc Approval 
lOOK 10 US Offer for studPJlts. With this offu, you can 
get the Amencan Express ea,-ct rigilt nliW-
WIthout a full-time job or a crOOit history. But if you 
haW! a creJit history, it must be unblemished. 
It's actuallv easier for vou toq'JalifyfortheCardnoow; 
while you're still astudeOt. than iteYet.wllI be again. 
Become a Cardmember 
Fly Northwest $99 rOlllldtrip. 
As a sludent Cardmember you will be able to en;oy 
an e>.traordinary travel pri\ilegc: fly twice for only 
$99 roundtrip to my of the more than 180 Northwest 
Airlines cities in the 48 COl tigu('us UniteJ Siales 
(onlv one ticket mav be used per six-month period)" 
J'~~d, of coUl~, yOu'll also enjoy all the other excep-
tional benefits md personal service you would expect 
from American Exprt'SS. 
Apply now by 
calling 1-800-942-
AMEX. And then 
you can really go 
places-for less. 
AAAr No'.v: 1-800-942·AMEX 
"Some resIf1(1JOI"maJ' appi!: For ~ oIferdetails. all J.SOO.942·ANEX. Curml!5IlJdent~ auIOOlaIiC:ally m:ti .. 1MI S99 Ira"" YOIICheIs in tht null 
ClI'l89Arneria11£xpr<i5'1m;:1Rd&ledSer~Con'1pan);lnc 
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Lecturer: Minoan 
women led culture 
By Fernando Feliu-Moggi 
StaffWrite~ 
A different interpretation of 
ancient Greek history was 
presented Monday to the 
audience that filled the Student 
Center Auditorium for the 1989 
Madelain Smith lecture. 
Greek classicist and art 
bi:.wrian Nanne Marinatos 
tixJllained through an analysis 
of frescoes found in the Greek 
palace of Knossos that women 
played an important cultic role 
in the Minoan civilization, a 
culture which flourished <In the 
island of Crete between 2,000 
and 1,400 B.C. 
The palace of Kr.ossos was in 
the center of the capital of 
Minos, and its ~lins were 
excavated by archaeologists at 
the begiIming of the c~ntury 
Marinatos said. 
III the hallways and rooms of 
.he J131ac~, frag"Tlents of what 
once had beeJl frescO'.:s -
mural paintings on a damp 
~IJrface - were still visible, 
shesa~d. 
These ires..:oes, Marinat 'oS 
said, are the only clue to the 
reconstruction of the Minoan 
culture becau~e of the 
inexistence of writt~n history . 
Archaeologists believe a 
king sa t ir. the throne of 
Knossos. 
Marinatos said after 
studying :.ne rec(l!1Struction of 
some of the frescoes and 
comparing them to the icons of 
other Near-East civilizations, 
such as Egyptian and 
BabylOnian, she could con-
clude that a woman had oc-
cupied the throne. 
Marinatos said the Egyptian 
and Babylonian images were 
often accompanied by written 
evidence that helped their 
interpreta tiOD. 
SymbGlic representations 
associated with goddesses and 
qu~ns in the Egyptian culture 
were part of the palace of 
KnossO';' decoration. As an 
example, she mentioned the 
flanking of the pal 'ce's throne 
by griffins - p mythkal 
animal, half eagle, half t.un .-
and pall1'. trees. 
Marinatos also compared 
the shape of the palace of 
Knossos to tha t of a 
Babylonian one, where the 
queen had an important ad-
min;~trative and cultic role. 
Mariantos associated cer-
tain representations of women 
as symbols of fertility in the 
different cultures with 
represe"tations found in 
Knossos. 
Marinato's conclusion was 
that Minoan women had a 
cultic role more important 
than men's, and tJ,at a high 
priestess or a queen was the 
most powerful figure of the 
palace. 
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Police Blotter 
Carbondale Police reported 
that someone broke' into 
Carbondale Community High 
School Monday night and 
caused $1,050 worth of 
damage. 
Police said Principal 
Margaret Hollis reported 
someone vandalized two 
skylights, exhaust fa"s and 
duct work inside the school, at 
200 N. Springer. 
Police said the break-in 
occurred between 6 p.m. 
Sunday and8:40a.m. Monday. 
There are no suspects, but 
police believe the burglars also 
caused damage to a school bus 
parked at the high school. 
Police said a school bus, 
owned by West Bus Service, 
was entered and a frre E'X-
tinguisher was stolen, five 
seats were slashed and several 
engine parts were remove.!. 
Police estimate damage to 
the bus at $275. 
Carbondale Police that 
someone burglarized his home 
while he was out of town for 
two days. 
Police said someone broke in 
to Sheppard's home, 102 N. 
Springer, some time between 
Feb. 24-26 and stole $400 worth 
of stereo components. 
Police said there are no 
suspects and no connection, as 
of yet, with the burglary of the 
Carbondale Community High 
Gregory Sheppard reported to School. 
2 draw sentences for connections 
to drug trafficking involving Lanier 
BENTON (UPI) - Two 
Hollywood, Fla., men have 
been sentenced to prison terms 
for their involvement in a 
multimillion-dolIar marijuana 
smuggling conspiracy, U.S. 
Attorney Frederick Hess said 
Tuesday. 
Charles Victor Podesta, 33, 
was sentenced to 12 years for 
e:J.gaging in a continuing 
criminal enterprise with 
Randy Thomas Lani,,:-, 34, 
Davie, Fla., former In-
dianapoliE 500 rookie of the 
USAPOSTAL :;Ii CENTER 
10% OFF 
V.P.S. Package 
--PREECTft---
Wrapping when 
sent V.P.S. 
Through U.S.A 
Postal Center 
Good Thru 3-31-89 
Carbondale, IL 
62901 
(618) 549-nOO 
Located In: 
Borgsmiller 
Travel 
year. 
Podesta received a con-
current five-year sentence for 
federal income tax fraud as 
part of the conspiracy, Hess 
said. 
Wayne dallew, 36, was 
sentenced to four years for his 
involvement in the conspiracy, 
Hess said. 
Both men were sentenced as 
part of plea agreements in 
which they testified for the 
government at the trials of 
Lanier and others. They also 
forfeited more than $2 million 
in cash and property, Hess 
said. 
Lanier and his partners, . 
Eugene Fischer and Benjamin 
Harry Fischer, all were sen-
tenced to mandatory life 
sentences earlier following & 
IS-week jury trial for their 
parts in importing more than 
615,000 pounds of marijuana: 
into the United States between: 
1980 and 1987, Hess said. ! 
50e Coors Lt. 
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Be prepared, 'Adventure' for the not so serious 
Rim along the lines of 'Fast limes at Ridgemont High' 
By Wayne Wallace 
Entertain,11enl Editor 
Silly titles can be 
misleading, especially with 
comedies. 
Some effectively capture the 
madcap spirit of the film-
makers ("Ferris Bueller's 
Day Off"), while other titles 
wind up being the only funny 
gag in the picture ("Dead Men 
Don't Wear Plaid"). 
"Bill and Ted's Excellent 
Adventure" h3s a pretentious 
ring to it, as if it were 
packaged to appeal only to pre-
teens, but don't let the title 
completely fool you. 
This film is an amiable romp 
through world history that 
should find favor with 
moviegoers of almost any 
age ... plovided you're willing 
to a~cept two morons as the 
title characters. 
ALLOW ME to qualify thal. 
Bill and Ted aren't ,norons per 
se; they merely act moronic. 
Much better .. 
Remember Sean Penn as the 
slightly-dazed Jeff Spicolli in 
"Fast Times at Ri~emont 
High?" Multiply him by two 
and you've got Bill and Ted. 
Technically, all three 
characters are high schooi 
students. They don't actually 
learn anything, but they do 
have an "excellent" time 
speaking in their native 
tongue, "Californian party-
dude slang," and 
philosophizing about their 
heaviest subject, heavy metal. 
Film Review 
George Washington, Bill and 
Ted can only guess "the doUar-
bHl guy" and "the one born on 
Presidents' Day." They are 
even more shocked to learn 
that Joan of Arc was not 
Noah's wife. 
Their history teacher 
threatens to flunk our heroes 
'mless Bill and Ted can write a 
competent speech in less than 
24 hours analyzing seven key 
historical figures and what 
each of the figures would think 
of contemporary California. 
7hat night, after wasting 
time at a CIrclE': K convenience 
store asking total strangers, 
"What years did the Mongols 
rule China? ," 8ili and Ted 
admit defeat. 
ENTER GEORGE Carlin, as 
Rufus, a sort of guardian angel 
from the future who helps the 
boys research their assign-
ment via a time machine. Talk 
about first-hand experience. 
Carlin nearly plays this one 
t.otally straight and seems 
ather wasted in his role, as 
director Stephen Herek gives 
him little room for comedic 
improvisation with the 
character. 
Frankly, Carlin's comic 
presence isn't missed at all. 
Any extra attention paid to 
Rufus would have taken away 
from Bill and Ted's central 
conflict. It seems Carlin's 
major purpose in this film is 
his name on the marquee. He's 
the only major star in "Ex-
cellent Adventure." 
Back through history fly Bill 
and Ted, searching for 
"bodacious" historical dudes 
to bring back to 1988. 
Billy the Kid gets the duo 
caught in a gunfight. 
Other historical periods Bill 
and Ted visit include: A trip 
back to 1865 to pick up Honest 
Abe Lincoln, 1901 to collect 
Sigmund Freud, pronounced 
"Frood," in Vienna, Austria, 
and 1429 to pick up Joan of Arc 
in Orleans, France. 
Beethoven and "that very 
excellent barbarian, Mr. 
Genghis Khan" round out the 
seven guiner. pigs, brought 
back for the school project. 
Napoleon, "the short, dead 
dude," not to be outdone, 
manages t3 weasel his way 
into the 20th century, causing 
no end of troubie when Bill s 
little brother loses the iiI' 
l!ictatorata bowling alley. 
SO, WHAT do you do once 
you assemble eight of the most 
important people who have 
ever existed in the entire 
history cf the earth and bring 
them to experience life in the 
19808'1 
You take Lllem to the mall. 
At least tilals what Bill and 
Ted do. 
One of the fJlm's most 
hilarious scenes has Socrates 
and Billy the Kid trying to pick 
up a couple of babes in a fast-
ioodjoint. 
Ted's father, the chief of 
police, arrests the m?tley 
crew, prompting a rescue by 
our two heroes, who 
ingeniously utilize their 
powers of time travel to spring 
Beethoven and company out of 
. thepokey. 
And so goes the ludicrous, 
yet hilarious, plol As for that 
school assignment, you can bet 
on happy endings foc Bill and 
Ted. 
Thougb Eill and Ted lead 
seemingly drug-free lives, 
unlike their perpetually-stoned 
predecessor, their creators 
have endowed them with that 
unmistakable Bohemian 
disposition so prevalent in 
young Southern Californians'in 
the world of cinema. PIT STOPS inclUde ancient 
Greece, where they find 
WHEN CALLED upon in Socrates, and America's 
history class tn identify western frontier of 1879, where 
THE REAL fun in this 
picture, however, is the array 
of time-travel gimmicks 
dreamt up by screenwriters 
Chris ·Matheson and Ed 
20 internShips 
for legi.s·i8iiVe 
. program. open 
The IllinoiS Legislative Staff 
Internship Program, 'coor-
dinated by Sangamon State 
University, is now accepting 
~lisl~~tions for its 1989-90 
Twenty interns will be 
selected for ilia cement with 
one of the partisan leg!.slative 
staffs or with the Legislative 
Research Unit. 
LSIP provides interns with 
the opportunity to become 
actively involved with the 
policymaking and politics of 
the Illinois General Assembly. 
Interns, acting as legislative 
analysts within the partisan 
leadership staffs or as 
research analysts with the 
Legislative Research Unit, 
will gain experience on how to 
function effectively with 
governmental situations. 
A r ~ 
pp lcants, who must have E====== completed ork for a 
bachelor's degree, are 
welcome from aU areas of 
study. ~ 
Interns will receive a $1,200 
monthly stipend and eight 
hours of graduate credit for 
the 10 and one-half month 
internship. 
Application deadline is 
MarchI. 
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Photo courtesy of Orion Pictures 
Billy the Kid (Dan Shor) Is one of the historical figures who Bill 
(Alex Winter) and Ted (Keanu Reeves) encounter on their trip 
Into the past In the movie "Bill and Ted's Excellent Ad-
venture." 
SolomOlL 
Matheson and Solomon 
avoid heavy-handed ser-
mooiziDg. to· deliver. a won-
derfully ~ -epry plot,~·fuU of 
bizarre characterizations and 
memorable comic lines. 
Alex Winter, as Bill, and 
Keaau Reeves, as Ted..are the 
lucky recipients of some keen 
comedic guidance on the part 
Herek. They milk their ex-
clamations of "Bogus!" and 
"How's it goin', royal ugly 
dudes?" for all they're worth. 
Come into this movie ready 
to. play along with the 
exaggerated characters. 
'B ill's'N ewHill.I~lqt!9t;.·: 
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SIU-C prof speaks 
on army creativity 
By Doug Toole 
StaffWnter 
Richard Archer. assistant 
professor of Art and Design. 
has oeen invited to speak at the 
National War College on 
military creativity. 
Archer gave a' similar lec· 
ture at the Pennsvlvania War 
College on Feb. is after the 
Army Research Institute 
learned tnat he had been 
teaching creatinly to his 
freshman design class The 
army had been lookmg for a 
way to teach aiternaUve 
problem solving. Archer said. 
The Pennsylvani; college is 
probably "still in shock" from 
his lecture. hesaid. 
Given the army's rigid 
traditional structure. 
"military creativity" could 
seem tikI.' a contradiction of 
terms. but Archer said that 
old-style generals like George 
S. Patton Jr. were qujte 
imaginative. 
Archer said Patton once won 
a tank battle against Field 
Marshal Rommel because 
Patton recognized his tank 
formation from a book 
Rommel had written, and 
Patton used the countermove. 
He said that while most 
people think creativity just 
means coming up with crazy 
ideas. it actually includes hard 
analysis. Creativity doesn't 
mean bre<tking the rules, it 
Just means finding new ways 
of doing things. 
Militar,)' tradition teach~ 
that answers come fro:n 
command or the manual. 
Archer said new te~hnology 
and tacticg are heing 
developed faster than the rules 
can keep lip with, so th", 
military is trying to develop 
crp.ativity so that its members 
can better deal with unusual 
situations. 
"I think the army is more 
receptive to creativity than it 
has been in the past," Archer 
said. 
Archer's design class in-
cludes projects like building 
structures out of toothpicks 
that can withstand being stood 
upon, edible crash-proof egg 
containers and cardboard 
boats that will float. 
Peace Corps seeking 
a variety of volunteers 
By Lisa Miller 
Staff Writer 
During the past year, the 
University ranked in the top 23 
university Peace Corps 
recruiting offices nationwide, 
nominating 25 volunteers for 
interna tional assignments, 
Mark G. O'Keefe, Peace Corps 
recruiter m the University's 
school of agriculture, said. 
Nationwide there are more 
than 5,5011 Peace Corps 
volunteers, but they are 
looking to double that number 
by 1990. 
sru-e is helping the Peace 
Corps attain that goal. 
Recruiters are interested in 
juniors and seniors looking for 
jobs in internatinal develop-
ment whose studies range 
from agriculture and liberal 
arts to health and engineering, 
O'Keefe said. 
"This year we've expanded 
our program to include those 
with degrees in teaching," 
O'Keefe said. 
Employers place a great 
significance on the Peace Corp 
experience, because it shows 
motivation and responsibility, 
O'Keefe said. 
The U.S. Agency for In-
ternational Development, 
which distributes non-military 
assistance worldwide, is 
looking for Peace Corps 
volunteers for high paying 
jobs. 
Other benefits include: 
Language training, a monthly 
paycheck to cover living ex-
penses, free medical and 
dental coverage, 48 days of 
paid vacation and a $4,800 
allowance upon assignment 
completion. 
The Peace Corps also pays 
up to 70 percent of National 
Student Loans for its vol~ 
teers. 
Peace Corps representatives 
from Chicago and the 
University will lead the spring 
recruitment cam~,gn on 
campus on MaJ"Pb l. 
A film, fean.ring past and 
present Peace Corps ac-
tivities, wilfbe shown at noon 
and agian at 7 p.m. in the 
Mississippi Room of the 
Student Center. The film will 
be followed by a question and 
answer session for those in-
terested in becoming a Peace 
Corps volunteer. 
Potential small businesses 
get assistance from SCORE 
By Megan Hauck 
Staff Writer 
With free counseling from 
experienced professionals, 
potential area entrepreneurs 
have ::.n added reason to try 
their skills at business 
ownership. 
The Service Corps of Retired 
Executives (SCORE) in Oc-
tober 1988 organized a chapter 
in Carbondale to assist smal1-
business owners with 
management concerns. 
Receiving its first clients in 
January, SCORE so far has 
served about eight area en· 
trepreneurs. 
The chapter. which 
originated in Marion but was 
moved to Carbondale for lack 
of participants, includes about 
20 trained members. 
Walter Wills, professor 
emeritus of agribusiness 
economics at SIU-C, has been 
with SCORE since October. 
"(Members) have all these 
years of experience to help 
other people," Wills said. "We 
should put them to use ... 
Wills said volunteering his 
time and knowledge to en-
trepreneurs is an extension of 
the work he retired from in 
1983 at the University. 
"We have to work very hard 
to listen, because many times 
people can work through their 
own problems if they just had 
someone to listen to them and 
ask the right questions." 
SCORE, in its 25th year of 
operation, had r.l0re than 
250,000 counseling contacts iI! 
fiscal 1988. SCORE con· 
LIte<! an estimated $10 
million in free business advice 
to the business community . 
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Best known as the organizer of a regatta for cardboard boats, 
SIU professor Richard Archer has taken on a new command. 
Serving as a consultant on creative thinking for the U.S. Army 
War College In Pennsylvannia, Archer wllll .. d • trac.p of 18 
officers through exercise. designed to enhance their problem-
solving abilities. 
Bean breeder 
honored with 
SIU-C award 
A research geneticist for the 
u.s. Department of 
Agriculture. RichC!rd L. 
Bernard, has been honored for 
his' outstanding service to 
agriculture by SJlT-C's College 
of Agriculture. 
Bernard, o:~e of the nation's 
top soybean variety breeders. 
received the Outstanding 
Service to Agriculture award 
at the All-Agriculture Banquet 
recently held by the collegt;. 
Bernard's research has 
helped develop hundreds of 
soybean varieties throughout 
the past 25 years. The soybean 
varieties he has developed 
include Wayne, Fayette and 
William. 
The majority of the soybeans 
grown in Southern Illinois 
were researched by Bernard. 
Less O'Dell, graduate 
assistant to the Dean (If 
Agriculture, said. 
"The college presents this 
award each year to an ex-
ceptional individual outside of 
SIU-C that has contributed a 
great deal of effort to 
agriculture," O'Dell said. 
Student Cvnter Dining Services 
This Week's Specials (JB!lftA 
Student Center 1 st Floor 
.49C Tacos 
11~~ll 
Student Center 1 st Floor 
10% Off On Omelettes 
Student Center lower level 
"Slice Of The Works" 99C 
~ 
Student Center 1 st Floor 
"Clothes Line Cookies"- Gourmet Cookies bagged 
in half dozens. Available in halves, $1.29 and 
dozens, $2.49. Chocolate Chip, Peanut Butter, 
Double Chocolate Chip, & Oatmeal Raisin. 
"Come by and pull yours off the line." 
The Student 
Programming 
Council 
3rd Floor 
Student Center 
536·3393 
For more 
lnformaUoD 
Come to the 
meeting on 
Thurs., at 7 pm 
ActiVity Hm. Bp 
Student Center 
Fri. and Sat. 
Mar. 3 & 4th 
8&10pm 
Gandhi 
Art Museum Trip 
Saturday, April 8111 
9am-Spm 
$3.00 includes round trip 
bus and wake up breakfast. 
For more info, or to sign up, stop 
by the SPC oHicc - 3rd floor 
Student Center or Call 536-3393 
Presents: 
4th Floor 
Student Center 
Video Lounge 
All Shows '1.00 
Bull Durham 
Tonight, Feb. 28 
Wed., Mar. 1 
7:00 & ~:OO p.m . 
.................... IIIPCSM-aM1 
£-,Jma SPC 
Expressive Arts Presents 
O.S. College 
Comedy 
Competition 
March 6th at 8:00pm 
Student Center Ballrooms 
C&D 
Sears will reopen 
after discounting 
Features brand-name, own house goods 
CmCAGO (UP!) - Sears 
stores across the country were 
closed Tuesday for the first 
time in more than 100 years 
and workers joined in a price-
cutting frenzy, racing to ap~ly 
S.lme 250 million new pnce 
la be.:s to Sears merchandise. 
The nation's largest retailer 
closed i\:.s 824 stores Monday 
evening and sent tens of 
thousands of employees, in-
cluding thousands of part-
timers, into the aisles with 
orders to IllIirk down more 
than 50,000 inventory items in 
all stores in 42 hours. 
"We've been at it all night 
aDd I expect we'll be at it all 
night again tonight," a clerk at 
Sears' Loop store, said. 
"We're drinking a Jot of coffee. 
I mean a lot." 
EKperts estimate .thE 
shutdown, plus the cost of 
extra help, supplies and signs, 
could cost Sears about $100 
million. 
Stores are to reopen at noon 
today, offering shoppers their 
first !ook at the made-over 
Sears, which will feature 
brand-name merchandise as 
well as Sears' own house 
mercham"se, and all at 
reduced prices, as much as 80 
percent lower than Monday 
morrin! . 
For example, a Sears 
spokesman said, Sears' 
popular Die-Hard batter}, 
which sol( for $74.99 Monday, 
will now sell for $59.97. Sear's 
Kenmore washer will go for 
$347, compared with $419.99 on 
Monday. 
Traditionally, Sears has 
featured its oVln house brands, 
like Kenmore, and has 
regularly run sales, with more 
than naH the items in in-
ventory on sale on any given 
day. 
But sales lagged behind 
expectations in tile past year, 
though Christmas season sales 
were encouraging, and the 
company bas been looking for 
a strategy to ensure year-t«r 
year sales growth. 
They decided OIl a move to 
more brand-name mer-
chandise and the "everyday 
low prices" concept. The 
concept helped make Sam 
Walton's wal-Mart chaiIi the 
nation's NO.3 retailer, and also 
bas been embracOO by Mon-
tgomery Ward, which recenUy 
completed an inventory 
markdown on some 50,000 
items to complete a "low 
prices everyday" sales 
campaign. 
Sears announced the 
markdown campaign at a 
news conference last Thur-
sday. 
Sears chairman Mechaelk 
Bozic said he had no fear that 
the new Sears :nerchandising 
campaign would appear 
imItative. 
"We have thought since 
day one that we were going to 
come out of the box in a way 
that would be dramatic, and 
that would send a solid, clear 
message to the American 
consumer." 
Sears Merchandise group 
executives and local store 
~t!::gef: ~i~r!1ed e~ 
nesday when they reopen. 
Fort Sheridan price tag 
set at cool $56 million 
HIGHWOuD, Ill. WPI> - A 
$56 million price tag has been 
placed on the century-old Fort 
Sheridan - the posh. 600-acre 
lakefront militarY base 
targeted for closure. . 
Rep. John Porter, R-Ill., 
announced the price t?g, but 
hours before the Monday 
announcement Inland Real 
~~~~ed C~. f~tea~lrer ha~ 
$52,350,000. 
Porter spokesman David 
Kohn said Tuesday he was 
surprised to learn of the offer 
"because no one's absolutely 
certain whether Fort Sheridan 
and the other bases will be 
closed." 
Beginning W~dnesday, 
Congress will have 45 
legislative days to pass a 
"joint resolution of disap-
proval" of the entire list of 86 
targeted closings, Kohn said. 
Inland President G. Joseph 
Cosenza said he was heartened 
by the similarity of his offer to 
the Defense Department 
valuation. 
"I didn't know before what 
price they'd accept," he said. 
"If everything goes right, it 
would be an extremely 
profitable venture." 
Should Inland acquire the 
land, a third would be 
developed into single-family 
dwellings, a third along 
Sheridan Road into com-
merc:al use, and the balance 
into higher-density con-
dominiums and multi-family 
units, Cosenza said. 
Pan Am Airways accused Cif 
classic bait-and-switch ads 
DALLAS (uPIl - The Central America and 
Texas attorn."v general's of- Venezuela. 
flee Tuesday ac-cused Pan Am The $149 fare was displayed 
Airways inc. of "c!assic bait- in 3-inch type below, which the 
and-switch advertismg" in a ad disclosed in smaller type 
newspaper campaign that that the fare is based on a $298 
touts redaced. international round-trip. purchase. 
fares. In additional lan~ge, the 
A suit filed in state District suit said, Pan Am s ad said 
Court accused the airline ci consumers m!lSt baVf' made a 
violating Texas' Deceptive prior $160 minimum ticket 
Trade PracticesConsumer purchase aDd trip between 
Protection Act. It seeks to Feb. 21 - two days before the 
enjoin Pan Am from running ad appeared - and March 3-
nusleading ads and requests eight days after the ad ap-
civil rines and legal fees. peared. 
The complaint said Pan Am In addition, the suit said 
began running ads in major passengers traveling to 
Texas newspapers Thursday Europe via Pan Am routinely 
that disp!ayed a $149 air rare to are charged $23 in undisclosed 
Europe, the Caribbean, fees that ere not mentioned. 
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MANY USED TIRES, olso low 
priced _ lir ... , boll<lriM, $29.99. 
Gal.,,- 76, 1501 W. Main. 529· 
2302. 
,3·22M !7J!1Ib118 
AUTOWORKS BODY AND 
M.charir .... : repoir, 13 Yri. 
~onat, Ionign aold cIomeiIic. 
549·5991. 
4·19=89 1916A1,13§ 
INSURANCE 
.... Ith. hrtll.o", 
••••• .!.r_ 
Auto- SIandanIa 
• .. • ... ·tlitlhRllk 
' . .' t: .' ,~ 
p' Houses 
I 
t;~;:t~ ~~ ~1"'~".!~~~ 
pel •. 549·4808. 
45·89 19448b128 
3 8DRM HOL'SE ayail. immed. 
Carporl, wos.her-dryer, modern .. 
SA25 a me""'. 529·3513. 
3·24·89 I866BbI29 
SEE THE RfC Cenler trom your-
f,onl door! S"P"rn huge, 3 bd, m 
wilh privale fenced polio. brecHa>l 
=~~d~.io~36 =ru:Fi~: 
457·81940,529·2013 Chri •. 
3·30·89 2092Bb 1?4 
QUIET NORTHWEST 
NEIGHBORHOOD J bdrm .. large 
.hady ya,d, ayoil. Aug. $4S0. 
529·20130,457·8194 Ch,i, 
549-3973 Norm. 
3·30-89 19Q9!1bi24 
COlY 2 IIDRM hOlne, period 10, 
couple. pleQ5Qnl NW 
;dig~~,':~ ~; =fiC51~: 
3973 or 529-2013. 
4·3·89 1 1!93!1bl 26 
BEAUTIFUL 4 OR 5 b< ~
bolh" yauhed beamed ceiling in 
~:-~:.h:: ~~::=:( ~rV: 
2"£"I!:~;;::t'~:; ~~: 
1324. 
4·3-89 1914Sd26 
J 8DRM HOUSE avail. immed. 
Corporl, ...... o1her·dryer. modern, 
$425 a rnonih. 529·3513. 
4)·89 ~Bb126 
5 BDRM. UNFURN., 2 th,::::r. 
~,~d;:= :':::: ava~: 
Aug. 457·7782-
51&·89 24751\b153 
FUUY fURNISHED 6 bdrm., 2 bOth 
houhi corpetedf ccnlrol ac/heal, ;::~~ ~tf:n:; TV. No pel', oyat 
5·1089 24148b153 
3 8DRM HOUSE Ceiling lan" 
bas-emenl, wood burner, $.4:35 
529-1218,549·3930. 
3·6-89 19378b112 
M'BQRO, FURN. 1 bdrm !lOU .. ; 1 
bdrm api, newly ,enovated, 1 0' 2 
~9 68.d·J642 bef2~~fab113 
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, 
COmpIJ5 Dr.'O'e, all appliance!. 
gcrcen window, huge room~, 
energy efficient $480 a .... oilable 
now and May. chn. 457·8194 0' 
529·2013 
3·30·89 18948d124 
Duplexell 
~?;:, 2i!~ ~:'~'l ~:.h"j 
land, quee' location. Close 1('1. 
c""""" on S. 51. $250 mo. 549· 
7180. 
3·23·89 18568e~ 19 ~~ ~J,oL~'ti6 ~fTr 
!rj'-89 176%111 
ONE 8EDROOM M'BORO, utililies fumished, Iea.e and dopa';" Call 
6iU-6775 
3·10·89 20098e116 
FURNISHED 2 BDRM. ayail(;bl. 
may 15 and now. 3 bdrm hou .. 
avail. May 15. Aher 5, 549·7152 
3·3·89 201680111 
NEAR NEW MODERN Iwo 
bedroom in quiet area available 
now ,umme,·fall. 529·1439 0' 
549-6154. 
4·5-89 2Q,278e128 
Rooms 
More For Your Rent Dr .ar 
Caibondale Mobile Homes 
Lots Available 
Starting at $155 a month 
Starting at $75 a month 
Fr .. BuatoSIU 
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5.1. SQUEGIES·cleans window., 
tntide and oubtde. Reosonable 
rale>. CoN 549·8060. 
3·6-89 I 638E 112 
TYPING AND WORD proce»ing. 
~,825 S. II~noi. (b.,nirii:l 
d:~ R=:!'s~7tc~q::~; 
wart, caB 529·2722. 
3·21·89 I 480fJl 7 
HANDYMAN WITH PICKUP. will 
~, haul anything. Tree cuI down 
and removed, also building. 529· 
3457. 
i:fi,,'t\TT1NG IN JP~~~! 
:ny1i~:.nl1~8~.er- and 
3'r89 19()Qf113 
SEWING AND ALTERATIONS, 
clolh'r.g mode with or wilhoul 
paIlem •. Formal and bridal WDR. I 
~~.!tot doliva-. CoIlllaobara aI 
3·22-89 . 2493EIIS 
PREGNANT? 
call BIRTHRIGHT 
Frt88 Pregnancy Testin{. 
,ConlidenlialAs...,ce 
'·549-279." 
115W. Main 
PRESSMAN 
(must have ACTon file) 
Offset Web Press 
experience preferred 
(or mechanically inclined) 
Evef"ling Workblock 
Application Deadline 
Friday. March'3 . 
Pick up Applicotionsdt the' 
Communications Bldg. 
Rm.·' ~59. DoflyEgyptipn 
~a_.~I·  I 
MI~JI WAREHOliSE STORAGE. 
New 6x8'5o ord 7x8'~ in 
Carbondale Ind.,lr'al Park. 457· 
4470 
3·10·89 2304[116 
1 ~:'~Rc~~~0~;{fR~f:~!n3: 
Call 549·351 2 
3· 24·89 2452E 120 
BE A STAR 01 Avon Call colleel. 
loii. 01 988-1326. 0'- Ngncy 01 
983·5960, or locolly Marci. 01 
549,6176. 
3·2·89 2374ElIO 
THE HANDY MAN General home 
~~rha:tn~~~~;;;r;~ 
worl<. References. 457-7026. . 
3·7·89 181 0~1l3 
TUTOR AVAILABLE IN Co lege 
Aigebtol CoIl Calhy aI 457·3377, 
lea/~ rnes.wJge. 
3-789 201IEI13 
GRANTS AND LOANS; S5,OOO 
loon ~milalion. 24 hr. ~ne; I ·(602) 
957·8390. 
3·22·89 2472E117 
.!-N EXPRESS CREDIT cold; a ... red 
~'i-~~M~~~~edhr.credi' 
3·6·89 2473E 112 
WRITING, EDITiNG, TYPING, I 
~:',~,,~.~' !rf:R~~ 
5·10·89 1935E153 
NOTICf: SPECiAl VCR .cleaning 
and "I'gom...,1 I." $19.95. 01"" 
t:':':n~y'rn4~W~~ 
'}'tll"'ro,I., 684-62~21 E In 
HANDYMAN, HAULING, 
PAINTING, gull." and .iding. 
'.""""",bIo roI .... call oller 6 pm, 
529·4703. 
4·4·89 2018EI27 
ANTED . 
~~~~:~~Ec'!!r~ 
ring" ok. J and J Coin., 821 S. 
""inoi •. 457·683I. 
5·10·89 21 23F153 
! . ADOPTION, 
I ADOPTION: FINANCIAllY 
SECUR.E childleu couple wis.h 10 I 
:~~~~h~n!:cnul~it~~~~ij~Ji~:1 j 
::e~~~ e~o~~ki~·cI 618· 
3·3·89 2312FbllI 
LOVING COuPLE WITH 101. J TlC 
kI give. Qmuou:!o to adopt wiuae new-
born. Medical •• p. paid. I 
I ~r:lI~JenliQI. call 12011 652 I 4·19·89 2028fb 133 , 
I~ isiE§i] 
I 
I ~~:a~~ ;~~R~"U~~22.lp1!:;~ mil 536·1 270. Lorge reword.! !Ii 
I ~6u8~ MALE GOlDat9~:?~, 
I 
red cotlar, name Seou, reward, 
~"it~69 or 549;0777249IGllJ i 
il MW'l§;lijli#3.J#.MII 
! TAKING R.IDERS TO E.I.U and or U I 
: t~";ld9~k .... ery weekend. 217· 
~ ).1·89 . .1767JI09.+ 
I LM.jW[6jil@3t'%fJI/ 
SPRING BREAK T1!IPS to Daytona 
~, Io;:~ pri~~v::' ca$\~~ 
8£~n.CaI Nancy 5.49· 
3·lo-S9 17490116 
To the Men. 
of 
ATO 
It was 
a great 
race to 
the 
finish! 
Love, 
The 
Women of 
Congratulations 
Kathy 
Raske! 
Love,' 
David 
GREEKS 
The 1989 
SNOWBALL 
FEST 
. was' a real 
blast-
cadt walt 
'til next year! 
The Men of 
:·ATO 
Happy Birthday 
to my Baby 
Nancy 
Quane 
az 
PS. Congratufatio 
on 6eing efectd 
panfrd£enic 
tJ)ekgatt 
COLLEGE GRADUATES! ! ! 
PUBLIC HEALTH ENTHUSIASTS! ! ! 
Find yourself in the U.S. Public Health Service as a Public Health.: 
Associate working with the Centers for Disease Control. 
Enlry level positions in the area of sexually transmitted disease inlt"JVention 
. ' areavail~e~~,,:ide., i l.:' ·i::':~': ... 
We nero ~lleke ~uate$ with SlRON6 ~SKn.LS : C 
who wisb 10 establish careei-s with advaricement opportunities 
in the field of: Public Health, 
A bachelor's degree or qualifying master's 
degree or relevant graduate ooursework is required. 
CANDIDATES MUST BE WIllING TO RELOCATE INITIALLY, 
AT THEIR OWN EXPENSE, 10 areas where needs exist 
and be available for subsequent career ttansfers, 
reimbursable at govem~ent expense, a!; program needs dictate. 
FLUENCY IN SPANIsH IS IDGHLYj)ESIRABLE for some 
geographical arias in the oountty. All applicants 
must be V;S. Citizens and possess a valid driver's' 
.;.~cense 10 be cOOsid.."TCd for emploYni~ 
Starting Salaries range from $19,413 (Bachelor's Degree) 
• to $2) ,443 (Applicable Graduate Qegiee or Coursework) 
For additional infonnaLion p~ ~111.800.S37.2S22 
. ,~ In Geo~ ... ~~~e 639·)816 ::;~ .. : 
~t«jte 10: 
The Centers for Disease.tontrol 
Freeway Office P:uk, ROOm 345, MS E07 
1600 Clifton ~oad N.E., ~Jl\a, Georgia 30333 
AN E<iJ~L {)PPORT~EMPLOVER 
The Lir.dles .of 
Thanks for 
drinking to 
the finish 
with us! 
We had a 
great time! 
Love, 
The Men of 
~ 
the Men of 
AID. 
would like to 
Congratulate the nell"~ 
offIcers of 
~Zl 
goot£LucK 
:For .9l 
great 'Year! 
II~E 
Pi Sigmq 
Epsilon 
wouJdHke 
to welcome 
Its newly 
Inltlated 
. Spring 1989 
pledge class 
, . '-~""l 
, r""') 1 
$art 5ILrmit , 
'. <Brian 1Jifsfj 
(jeorge 1JrOUl1t 
~DCTeef( 
l1JoUf) 11J06ovskJi 
Chris 'East 
5Uan 'Everinglimn 
Jioracio (jutierrez 
'Etf Mc'joUlricf( 
Jim O'1(ear 
~{[y Jo Powd[ 
Cyndi 1(ee[ 
Marf<.suvenson 
Marion 'Tersina 
'Eric. 'TUTeJOrt 
.. ~I!f ~ ... :;,..,,'~' 
~_~_J 
Doonesbury 
Calvin and Hobbes 
C».T~W.,"""? 'tQi;. ~II'I 
~ ~L Of IXffi 'biG) 
~S"I'I, 9\J.IID, \lESl!.\8E 
CDL02LESS '{o.JR OiIN 
s\'1lIXi~. Fo:Xl~-
___ ~ ___ -( ~ ElSE! 
Bloom County 
__ Il'P7"'''II'''ft'''I''''I''''I_ 
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Puzzle atlSwetS are on Page 22. 
By Garry Trudeau 
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62 percent of Americans breathe unhealthy air 
Studies indicate 
outdoor exercise 
can lead to risks 
WASHINGTON (lJPI) - An 
estimated 146 million 
Americans - 62 percent of 
the nation's population - live 
in areas where air pollution 
exceeds public health stan-
dards, the American Lung 
Association told Congress 
Tuesday. 
The association also said 
roughly 60 percent of the 
nation's children, elderly and 
people suffering from 
respiratory illness - the 
groups most at risk from air 
pollution - are among those 
residing in the 487 counties in 
violation of federal air quality 
standards, 
In addition, "More than 
one-third of the nation's 
pregnant w.:'''llen and people 
with a history of coronary 
heart disease are similarly at 
risk of exposure to these 
potential thrP.ats to human 
health," thE; association said 
in a report released at a 
House hearing on the health 
effects of air pollution. 
The report, titled "Breath 
in Da%er," did not cover one 
other subgroup of the 
population that probably is at 
special risk from low-lying 
ozone smog: people who 
frequently do vigorous out-
door' exercise. 
Health studies t.ave shown 
strenuous exercise can in-
crease the potential for 
wheezing, coughing and 
impaired lung function due to 
air pollution becaUSE 
breathing becomes heavier 
and more air is taken into the 
lungs. 
Dr. Thomas Godar, 
president of the lung 
associatIon, said his group's 
report underscores the need 
for Congress to toughen the 
Clean Air Act, especially in 
view of 1988 air pollution data 
recently released by the EPA 
showing 28 more cities 
violated federal ozone stan-
dards last year. 
Those 28 cities come in 
addition to the roughly 100 
urban areas nationwide that 
have been formally cited by 
the Environmental Protection 
A~ency for non-compliance 
with the ozone or cat'bor. 
monoxide standards. 
"There s growing 
medical conc(~rn that 
the lungs may be 
damaged by repeated 
exposures to ozone." 
-Thomas Godar 
Godar noted air quality in 
most cities has tmproved 
since the Clean Air Act was 
enacted by Congress in 1970, 
but he said the situation now 
appears to be taking a turn 
for the worse. 
"Data on pollution trends 
CHICAGO, from Page 1---
media has predicted, .. he 
added, citing a weekend poll 
by WBBM radio showing 
Daley with the support of 47 
percen'. of the voters sur-
veyed &gainst 40 percent for 
Sawyer. "The trends _re 
unmistakable that we have 
won in almost every part of 
the city." 
Daley political strategist 
David Axelrod said he 
doubted race played a major 
role in the primary, despite 
indications that the vast 
~r!j~h7te ofa~al:os~u~rlli~r; 
voting for Sawyer are black, 
Sawyer's hid to relafn~ his 
tenuous hold on City Hall was 
hurt by a lower than 
predicted yoter turnout. Only 
64.5 percer:t of the city's 1.5 
million registered voters 
braved blustery winds and 
temperatures hovering 
around 30 to cast their ballots. 
In the 1983 election, 
precinct workers managed to 
whip up an 83 percent tur-
nout, which enabled 
Washington to win. 
Washington won re-election in 
1987 with Il 74 ~rcent iur-
nout. 
Political observers 
predicted Sawyer would need 
a record turnout - especially 
in predominantly black wards 
- if he hoped to defeat Daley, 
Sawyer spokesmal' Renard 
Rochon blamed the low voter 
turnout in black wards on the 
failure Evans, the in-
dependent mayoral candidate, 
to support Sawyer. 
Nearly three dozen polling 
places were kept open an 
extra hour because they 
opened late, either because 
voting packets had not 
arrived in time or because 
election judges were late. 
Both Daley and Sawyer said 
they were relieved the 
campaign was at an end. 
"I'm glad it's finally over," 
Sawyer said as he voted. ". 
feel great." 
.. I've enjoyed the campaign 
a lot but I'm relieved that it's 
over," Dale)' said, ac-
companied by his wife, 
Maggie, two bodyguards and 
an aide as he cast his ballot 
at the Louis Valentinf: Boys 
and Girls Club. 
"I believe the campaign 
process makes a candidate 
more committed," said 
Daley, adding he felt the 
spiritual prese.lce of his 
father. "I know he's looking 
down." 
The campaign, though 
highlighted by the antics of 
Vrdolyak and marred by 
threats of racial unrest should 
Sawyer lose the nomination, 
failed to capture widespread 
voter enthusiasm. 
"(This) is the quietest 
Election Day I have ever 
seen," said George Dunne, 
chairman of the Cook County 
Democratic Party. "With only 
one office being considered, 
~~~ ~~s~ !n~ g:u~~~ .. to come 
Customs seize illegally imported 
steriod pills and vials from Brazil 
EL SEGUNDO, Calif. (UPI) over 2 million units of steroids 
- Se\eral shipments of nationwide. While most West 
steroic~ irom South America Coast seizures of smuggled 
worth more than $500,000 steroids come from Mexlco, 
were confiscated and an this shipment originated in 
employee of an air courier Sao Paulo, Brazil," he said. 
company was arrested in the Steroids are synthetic drugs 
largest such seizure ever in that induce a build-up of 
Sou thern California, musele and can lead to severe 
authorities said Tuesday. liver damage and other health 
The suspect, Lowell Coble, problems with long-term use. 
49, of Venice was taken into The seizure and arrest was 
custody Saturriay by U.S. announced by Customs of-
Customs agents and members ficials, who were joined at a 
of a multi-agency police in- nE'WS conference at the EI 
vestigative team, Customs Segundo Police station by 
Pacific Regional Com- U.S. Attorney Robert BOimer 
missior,er Quintin Villa neuva and representatives of the 
said. West End Narcotics En-
Coble's arrest and the forcement Team, which in-
seizure o. more than 130,000 eludes investigators with the 
doses of steroids came after a El Segundo, Inglewood, 
Customs inspector became Manhattan Beach, Hermosa 
suspicious of a package 3each and Palos Verdes 
shipped from Br&zil, Estates police departments. 
ViJIaneuva said. Bonner said a criminal 
"Steroid seizures have been complaint was filed against 
increasingly rapidly during Coble, charging him with 
the past three years, with possessing a large quantity of 
about a lo-fold increase every anabolic steroids for sale and 
year," Assistant Regional with receiving steroids while 
Commissionc;, John Hensley knowing that they had been 
said, but this was the largest. . ilIegally.imported from Brazil 
steroid seizure Customs has into the United States. . 
;!ver made in the region. If convicted, Coble could be 
"Last year, Customs seized sentenced to eight years in 
~~~~J F~~_I'll~ 11&(. 
prison and fined $.."00,000. He 
was released on $25,000 bail 
after appearIng before a 
federal magistrate M:mciay, 
Bonner said he expects his 
office to present the case 10 a 
federal grand jury for further 
possible indictments. 
Coble. an Emery Air 
Freight employee, allegedly 
accepted delivery of four 
parcels that a CustorilS mail 
worker at Los Angeles In-
ternational Airport identified 
as containing steroids, 
Customs spokeswoman 
Maryanne Noonan said. 
Puzzle answers 
suggest the improvements vi 
the past have hit a plateau or, 
worse, have begun to reverse 
themselves, " Godar told. the 
House panel Of. health and 
environment. "The 1988 data 
suggest a problem that can no 
longer be ignored." 
Godar said concern also is 
being rai1;ed by new healt~. 
studies showing air p.Jlluticn 
may have long-term health 
effects. Medical researchers 
have long known ozone causes 
short-term brea thing 
problems, but Godar said new 
studies indicate ozone may 
permanently damage lungs as 
well. 
"There is growing medical 
concern that the lungs may be 
damaged by repeated ex-
posures to ozone," Godar told 
a House panel 00 l:ealth and 
the environment. "Such ex-
posures are suspected in the 
development of chronic lung 
disease." 
While most of the health 
experts at the hearing agreed 
that air pollution presented an 
increasingly serious health 
threat to Americans, a 
spokesman for General 
Motors Corp. suggested the 
dangers were being 
exaggerated. 
"We believe that the c,n-
sequences of our nabor.'s 
failure to meet (air quality 
standards) for these 
pcllutants, with respect to 
hecilth effects, have been the 
subject of considerable 
overstatement," said Dr. 
Christopher Green, pead of 
the bioml!dical section of 
General ~\iotors Research 
Laboratori~, 
Green said coughing and 
wheezing caused by air 
pollu~ion are natural 
responses of the body to 
irritation of breathing 
passages and dQ not represent 
health effects that pl!r-
manent.;y impair respiratory 
function. 
Green said no health studies 
had provided conclusive proof 
that ozone causes permanent 
damage to lung tissue. 
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• Pl1vate MaIlboxes' for rent . Travelers Checks 
• TItle &. Registration • Notary Public 
Service • Money Orders 
Ina Shopping Center 6Of. ~. Illinois. Carbondale 549-320 
WEDNESDAY 
Your Favorite 
Wine is on Sale 
Today. 
10% oHAIl 
Slices the price of ham. 
SIb. 
ROUiltree ~ Whole ... ~.'. 
Bone;ss ;am .. . ....... . 
I pe~lb. ". . . 
Hawaiian 
Pineapple 
crushed. chunk 
2~~S9~~~~!'lil~~ 
Indian River ii'" Chunk Tuna •.. -'- .  _ Red GrapefruiL ~', lL. ! 011 or water pack • . -
large size I' ,-,' • :~'su ... .., 6.5 oz. ""'. . 
19~ &~~,/A 5ge -' ~ 
Tyson 
Whole Frying 
Chicken 
·~·Sge ... 
Cottage 
Cheese 
grade A 
24 oz. 
99~ 
Premium 
White Bread 
20 oz. loaf 
Crunchy Fish Fillets 
200z. Sl99 
Premium 
~~-=- Coffee 
2S~ 
Saltine 
Crackers 
16 oz. 
3ge 
Chili 
With Beans 
15 oz. 
Sge 
eD 
CHIU 
MIHIIMI 
Crunchy Fish Sticks 
32oz. S249 
Grade A Fancy 
Cann~ Vegetables 
EVERYDAY 291a 
LOW PRICE ..... 
each 
Cut Green Beans, 15.5 oz. 
all purpose grind 
26 oz. 
Spaghetti 
Sauce 
32 oz. 
7ge 
Kidney Beans, 15.o:t. Th.'n 
Pork & Beans, 16 oz. 
Chili Hot Beans, 15.Oz. Spaghetti 
Butter Beans, 15-oz. c::=~=~ 32 oz. 
Sliced Beets, 16 oz. 
Sliced Carrots, 16 oz. 
Sauerkraut, 16 oz. 
Tomato Paste, 6 c,z. 7ge 
TlIese are nOi \;eekly spe'cials. These are e\'el')'day ALDI. low pri&!es. 
Ramada Lane and Route 13 i i -"l 
Carbondale, IL [ -Jill ~ I 
Mon - Wed gAM - 7PM II L.~ AUK 
• • II FOODS 
Thurs. - Fri. gAM - 8PM 1,,-" ....-~ 
Saturday gAM - 6PM ~tJ l. ~ 
Clpsed Sunday 
The Stoek-Up Store: ... 1IIIIIII1IIIIIIt1l 
~ 1UIAU)1 ..... 
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HOPES, from Page 28----
the conference. "Tor.y ~larvey of Southern SIU-C coach Rich Herrin other leagues will porobzbly 
"Parity has killed some Illinois, if he develops, could said the Valley is a conference make a difference (if two MVC 
conferences and the Missouri carry the MVC mantle down to be reckoned with, proved in teams play in the NcAAi. We 
Valley is one of them," Elgin the road," Elgin said. "A part by the Salukis 12-4 non- could be optimistic if the right 
said. "It hurls on the national young Creighton team with l'orJereilcerecord. situation came in." 
scene because we have to have almost all sophomole wins the 
a very dominant team to merit league. That is the team of the "I feel the Valley is very Illinois State coach Bob 
a top 20 rating. fcture. Tulsa bounces back strong bv t!le fact that we have Donewald said power ratings, 
into (Shocker coach) Eddie's 
(Fogler) corner. Everyone 
said they would prcbably win it 
but they camt> up short. 
Statistica}jy. he's got all that 
goL'lg in his particula~ favor." 
"We want to have two or from the ashes of an 8-?0 year been abI<:! to beat many con- statistics which compare each 
three dominant teams. In a to come within one game of ference champions," said team's schedule strength, 
few years, we should have a winniru\itall. Herrin,whoseteamhasbeaten should be used in determining 
But FlIgler disagreed, 
saying he diel.,'. feel any MVC 
team was wurthy of an at-large 
bid. 
goal of three teams in the Villanova, Evansville, who plays. Donewald said 
NCAA." Southwest Missouri and Wichita State does fit the bill. 
Elgin said part of the answer 
to the MVC's problem is 
continued good recruiting by 
member schools. 
"To 'me, that is big time Georgia Southern. "You have to go to .'\nU7er 
talent. We were at our Pf'.ak ... ~~ 
last year, and this year is a "The Valley has been very ratings, the selling point 
valley. We will get better tough on us. Who is on comes from there," Donewald 
n!iturally." probation and who wins the said. "Things are going right 
"If you look around at the 
power ratings, I don't know if 
any team will go without 
winning the tOlll'uament," 
, Fogler said. "W!; would have 
the only outside shot at2(Hl " 
LOOK, 
from Page 28--
place position pJu~ we beat 
Wichita her~ (Norm'~!, 17-52 
Feb. 6)," 
But de&pite the early 
predictions, Shocker coach 
Eddie Fogler said he isn't 
coonting on anything yet. ThE" 
Shockers were a near 
unanimous pick by coaches 
I 
~~'!,:~as:So~.in the MVC • 
"There is an impetus for all 
teams to be !in NCAA team," 
said Fogler when asked if 
going ~o the tournament would 
drive the Shockers harder. 
"We had our chances (to win 
the Valley)," Fogler said. 
"Now we'll see if we can win 
thrt'€ in a row he.-e. We can be 
beatathome." 
Wichita State can be beaten 
at home, bUt it hasn't hap-
pened very often. Since 
becoming head coach in 1986, • 
Fogler-coached teams have 
lost just four games in 44 tries 
at LeVItt Arena. 
"On certa~n days we play 
well. on certain days we play 
very flat," Fogler said. "We 
are one of the strangest teams 
in the country. We have lost a 
19 point lead and come back 
from 13 down. 
"I think we have some good 
offensive players, but no one 
good enough to say 'OK, take 
him one-on-one.' We run a fiv'!-
man motion most of the time 
and try to get a good shot off. ,. 
Among the problems for 
Fogler and the Shockers this 
season has been th~ lack of 
production from preseason 
~J!ovi!h. the Year Sasha 
____ Ut.:..IP AND SAVE~!"'" _ 
Food alone cannot malu. you 'leal thy , b.~t i. :xxi eatina' habit. am 
certainly help! Some romman eenae nutritinn tips to help you are 
• Eat low fat meats like chicken and fiah. Cut down on the fatter 
ted meats. 
eAvoid fried foods or any food prepared with exoeaaive oil. 
• E'lt whole grains and beans. Avoid refinc;d white flour or other 
refined lP"ains. White bread has little nutntional value. 
• Eat plenty of fresh fruits and vegetable:.. Avoid highly processed 
canned or frozen foods. 
.Read food labels and avoid foods with artificial ingredients. 
fINDING OUT ABOUT OUK5lLVES 
Recently. as I became more aware of my body. 
I realized I had pretended some parts didn't 
exist. while others now seemed made 01 
smaller parts. I also discovered mental and 
physical processes woriUng together. 1 realized 
that when my chesl pulled down and lell 
collapsed 1 IeII unhappy or depr .. ""...,. When 1 
becGme _are 01 some 01 the connecJions. 1 
could srarr 10 change. Gradually I /ell a new 
kind 01 unily. wholeness in me. as my :nemal 
and physical Selll6S betame one sell. 
-from Our BOOBS Our Selves 
• Cut down on sugary foods 
and drinks. Fruit and 
juice can replace 
doughnuts and soda. 
• Avoid highly salted foods. 
Taste your food before 
aalting it. 
• Eat in a slow. relaxed 
atmos V ... ere.. 
ca.lCio~ '* ho..l#- .reI ... l-tJ evuon ;. f"'''''cU by yo>u.r 
SlUe. SiUD8JT" fI/:"'Ul-I P~$ 
-- 'iH'~~11 
Fogler benched Radunovich 
earlier this Y'!ar, and played 
the senior for only one half in 
the Shockers' 91-M win over 
the Salukis h,b. 25. Fogler 
wouild not go into the matter. 
saying it was something 
bE"tween he and Radunovich. 
• ~~~;~~~~~~~i,;i;~~.~ .~~~:~~ 
Boosters to hold 
weekly luncheon 
The Salukis Booster Clup 
will meet at noon Thurscia:' I( 
the Ramada Inn for its weekly 
meeting. Guest speakers will 
be baseball coach Richard 
J ones. women's basketball 
coach Cinday Scott and tennis 
coach Dick LeFevre. • 
Correction 
The men's basketball story 
in the Tuesday Feb. 28 edition 
incorrectly reported that the 
Sa!ukis will open the Missouri 
Valley tournament with 
Bradley. The Daily Egyptian 
regrets any inconvenience the 
error may have caused. 
The women's basketball 
story ir. the Tuesday Feb. 28 
edition incorrectlv reported 
that the championShip game :» 
the Gateway Conference 
toumament would be held 
March 10. The correct date il; 
March 9. 
Page 24, Daily Egyptian, Marcb 1, l!id9 
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Player peaking at right time 
for Scott's basketball team 
By Troy Taylor 
Staff Writer 
Tonda Seals is making her 
mark at the perfect time for a 
senior with the r~gular season 
winding down and the women's 
basketball team tuning up for 
postseason play. 
Seals scored 23 points and hit 
five free throws in the final 
minutes of the Salukis' 67~1 
vi('tory over Eastern Illinois 
on Saturday. The showing 
earned her the Gateway 
Conference Player of the Week 
award. 
"That was a great per-
formance at Eastern Illinois," 
Saluki coach Cindy Scott said. 
"All around, Tonda has had a 
solid senior season. She's been 
inconsistent on offense at 
times, but she's more than 
de~~~e~P. for that with her 
~. 
I· 
I 
i 
TondaSeals 
However, it was not defense 
that got Seals recognition this 
time. It was hEr sure-fire 
touch. She nailed 9 of 11 shots 
against Eastern, in addition to 
making 5 of 6 free throws. 
She has scored in double 
figures in three of her last four 
games. 
On the season, Seals is 
averaging 8.0 points per game, 
shooting 42 percent from the 
field and 76 percent from the 
line. 
This was the second time 
this season she has led the 
team in scoring. She had 25 in a 
63-53 drubbing of Southwest 
Missouri Jan. 19. Her career-
high was 27. 
"The key thing to focus on 
about Tonda is her im· 
provement," Scott said of the 
5·7 guard from Wilson, Ark. 
"At first we felt she was our 
:h~~es:u~ef:=~~.~erd:i~~ 
sive player. 
"It's a matter of her making 
a strong commitment to 
making this season her best," 
Scott said. 
Freshman Jackson among top 5 
on aU-80utheastern league team 
ATLANTA (UPIl - Sharp-
sh\lQting Chris Jackson of 
Louisiana State became only 
the third freshman Tuesday 
ever named to the top five of a 
UPI All·Southeastern Con· 
ference basketball tea:n. 
Jackson, No.2 major college 
scorer in tile nation at 28.3 
points per game, was the 
leading vote-gainer on the 1989 
UPI All-SEC squad. Also, in a 
separate vote, the 6-foot-1 
guard from Gulfport, Miss., 
was named the SEC player of 
the year. 
Joining Jackson on the 1989 
first team were forward 
Gerald Glass of Mississippi, 
center Dwayne Schintzius of 
Florida, forward Dyron Nix of 
Tennessee, and forward 
Michael Ansley of Alabama. 
Jackson's coach, Dale 
Brown, was named SEC coach 
of the year while going into the 
final week of the regular 
season with a 2Q-8 record 
despite having only one up-
perclassman. 
Jackson's LSU teammate, 6-
foot-7 senior forwa:-d Ricky 
Blanton, wound up sixth in the 
balloting by sports writers and 
sportscasters from throughout 
the seven-state region. Joining 
Blanton on the UPI second 
team were guard Barry 
Goheen and center Frank 
Kornet of Vanderbilt, center 
Alec Kessler of Georgia and 
center LeRon Ellis of Ken-
tucky. 
The third team of the 1S-man 
all-star squad included for-
ward Cameron Burns of 
MiSSissippi State, guards 
Keenan Carpenter of Auburn 
and Clarence Swearengen of 
Tennessee, and forwards 
Livingston Chatman and 
Dwayne Davis of Florida. 
Nix, a 6-7 senior from Ft. 
Walton Beach, Fla., is the only 
repeater from last season's 
UPI first five. Three of last 
year's other picks were seniors 
and the fifth, sophomore Rex 
Chapman of Kentucky, turned 
pro. 
Schintzius, a 7-2 junior from 
Brandon, Fla., .noved up from 
last year's second five. Ansley, 
a 6-7 senior from Birmingham, 
Ala., was on last year's third 
five. Glass, a 240-pound, 6-6 
junior from Greenwood, Miss., 
who is currently No.2 in SEC 
scoring at 27.1 ppg, made the 
squad for the first time after 
transferring into the SEC from 
Delta State. 
Jackson, first LSU player 
since the days of "Pistol Pete" 
Maravich to score as many as 
53 points in a game, was the 
second LSU freshman to win 
All-SEC honors in the past four 
seasons. John Williams made 
the 1986 team as a freshman in 
1986. The only other freshman 
so honored was Bernard King 
of Tennessee in 1975. 
Jackson, Mississippi prep 
player of the year in 1987 and 
1988, wasted little time making 
animpactatLSU. He scored 48 
points in his third college 
game, against Louisiana 
Tech. 
Writer free from Kentucky probe 
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) -
The Uni ... ersity of Kentucky 
dropped its attempt Tuesday 
to ql..estion a newspaper 
reporter about the source of 
his story saying basketball 
coach Eddie Sutton may be 
implicated in a plot to cover up 
NCAA violations. 
The ul,liversity was 
scheduled Wednesday to 
question 'le Louisville 
Courier-Journal's Le:dngton 
bureau chief Richard Wilson, 
but sent the newspaper's at-
torney a letter saymg they no 
longer wished to pursue the 
questioning. 
"I am not interested in a 
useless endeavor," said 
university general counsel 
John Darsie. ''Since you make 
it clear you and Mr. Wilson 
intend to invoke all of the 
priveleges available .... I have 
decided to cancel the 
deposition from March 1." 
Terry McBrayer, the at-
torney for Sutton, has accused 
the university administration 
with deliberately leaking a 
portion of the university's 
response to the NCAA's 18 
charges of violations in the 
men's basketball program in 
order to discredit an<i. even-
tually oust we head coach. 
The administration con-
ducted an internal in-
vestigation last week that 
concluded the source did rot 
come from the administration. 
"To date my own inquiries 
indicate that Mr. McBrayer's 
charge is unfounded," Darsie 
said in the letter. 
Kentucky has a strong shield 
law protecting reporters from 
being forced to r~veal the 
identity of thell' 'lourr.es. 
Sutton said Tuesday he plans 
to remain as head basketball 
coach next season. 
READY, from Page 28----
nation in free throw per-
centage the p::Ist six weeks. 
The Sycamores are making 
78.3 percent from the stripe. 
Even more important, they 
have caused 19 opponents to 
foul out this season, while 
sutf'!ring only three 
disqualifications themselves. 
"Shooting free throws well 
has been a big plus for us," 
Myers said. "But I hate to talk 
about tl:~se things. It could 
cause us to stop making 
them." 
For the record, the Salukis 
average J7 fouls per game and 
have had 12 players fOl'1 out 
this se~son. 
The top Sycamore free throw 
shooter is senior center Amy 
Vanderkolk, who is eighth 
individually at &7.7 percent. 
But Vanderkolk does far more 
than shoot free throws. She is 
scoring 19.9 points per game 
and averaging 9.0 rebounds, 
both team highs. 
When SIU-C beat Indiana 
State 63~2 Jan. 4 in Terre 
Haute, Myers said Vanderkolk 
carried the team on her 
shoulders. But things are 
bettJ~r balanced now. 
"At that point of our season, 
the whole offense was geared 
toward V anderkoik," Myers 
said. "That's no l'Jnger the 
case. We're stronger and 
deaper. She works harrl. and 
her leadership comes from 
being an outstanding player." 
The Indiana StB.te starting 
lineup has 6·2 sophomore Julie 
Lein 06.0 ppg, 8.2 rpg) at 
center, 5·11 senior Lori 
Cas tetter (9.3, 5.7) at forward, 
and freshmen Kim Darner and 
Shavonda Averette at guard. 
"We've been playing the two 
~~~h:ro~~t ~~~~ '~Mnke:; ~~~ 
as such anymore. But now 
they're going to have to play 
under pressu··e." 
,7>~~7Z~"""'SSSS'S'SSS+ ss..,ss~~ 
~ KAPPA ALPHA PSI Fraternity Inc. ~ 
~ GAMtv1A UPSILON Chapter Presents ~ 
,r, ~j 
~ Op~ "Nothing Can Come * 
~ Bar Between US" CJc7 ~ ~ {J.<J '4.", ~ 
i.' B..ttbC Annual Sweetheart Ball 4.,.", ~ 
~ Holiday Inn "Holidomc" [ 
.~ March 4, 1989 8:30pm to 1 2:30am ~ 
~ Advance tickets: $S.OU r. 
,L ...... ~:in~~r.:~::::~~~~ 
Wed.Onjy 
Headbanger Nig ht 
SOt 12 oz. Drafts 
1.00 Myers & Mixer 6 
FOOSBALL 
• 
• POOL 519 S. illinois 
azo's 
PLACE 
~~-.o.o "''''', ~< 0 ~ < ~ ---;~ ~ I, 
Your 
"Complete'! 
SPECIAL 
Ham &.. Cheese 
$1.49 
(hot or cold, Amertcan or 
Swlss Cheese) 
Offer Good Wed. &.. Thurs. 
Sandwic,h .Shop 
... Call For Delivery 
521 S. Illinois Ave. 529-5020 or 549·1013 
Shrimp, fish, cole slaw, frendl flie. and hush puppies. 
$3.99! 
CaptainDs. 
"" u. '"" <>ok.=< Seafood 
F= Ves-ble Shortenin& 
400 E. Walnut St. 
549-1971 
Drive thru service available 
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Depth may spell league title 
for women's tennis squad 
By Paul Pabst 
Staft W~lter 
The \'lomen's tennis team 
enters th~ spring season 
looking for their third Gateway 
Conference championship in 
six years. 
The Saluki women won the 
titles in 1983 and again ill 1985. 
Conference foe Wichita State is 
one up on the Salukis, winning 
three times this decade. 
Coach Judy Auld said that 
~:~a1~Ci~h t~~~~~~:l1tfe~opel 
"We want to maintain our 
competitive edge in the 
Gateway," Auld said. "Depth 
throughout the lineup should 
still be our strong suit." 
Auld, who has coached 10 
Gateway singles or doubles 
champions in the past 10 years, 
has a 197-166 win-loss record 
since 1975. 
The team's winning ways 
continued during the fall 
campaign. The Salukis posted 
a 6-2 record including five wins 
and no losses against Gateway 
foes. The most impressive 
wins were a 9-0 thrashing of 
Bradley and a 5-4 victory over 
perennial powerhouse Western 
Illinois. 
The Salukis' hopes of a 
successful spring will again 
revolve around No.1 singles 
player, junior Beth Boardman. 
Boardman, NO.7 on the all-
time singles wins column, 
pushed her career record to 75-
29 as she went 841 this fall. Five 
of her wins cam.;; in straight 
sets. She ended her fall season 
with three straight wins. 
"Beth can compete with 
anybody at NO.1 singles," Auld 
said. "She has a complete, 
well-rounded game which 
enaoles her to win in different 
ways." 
An up and coming player for 
the Salukis is sophmore 
Michele Toye. 
Toye, who put together a 
modest 8-6 record as a 
freshman, has come on this 
fall to lead the Salukis in wins 
going 12-3. Her .800 wining 
percentage included a 7-1 
record against conference 
opponents. 
"Michele has the desire to be 
a major contributer to the 
team's success," Auld said. 
Youth will be a key factor in 
the team's success this spring. 
Fre.~hman Lori Edwards 
and Sophmore Michelle Jef-
frey will anchor thf' Salukis' 
youth movement. 
Edwards, who won her first 
three matches of her college 
career, posted a !Hi record for 
the fall beating seven of the 
nine conference foes that she 
faced. 
Jeffrey went 17-5 last spring 
and had continued success 
during the fall. An 841 fall 
record, 7-1 against the con-
ference, is a good sign of what 
is to come from Jeffrey. 
Mu~h of the success of the 
Salukis will depend on the 
leadership of seniors Julie 
Burgess and Maria Coch. 
Burgess, who had a 12-12 
record last year, posted a 241 
record during fall compt'tition. 
Coch is a .500 percent 
carreer performer (53-53) 
went 5-5 for the fall season. She 
was 4-1 facing conference 
opponents. 
No.2 singles will be in the 
hands of senior Dana 
Cherebetiu. Cherebetiu has 
had back-to-back 30 win 
Sl.;8sons for the Salukis that 
have helped make her career 
mark 79-46, 6-4 in the fall. 
Cherebetiu will also handle 
No.2 doubles with teammate 
Michelle Jeffrey. The pair has 
a 22-16 record for their career 
and was undefeated this fall at 
HI. 
The Salukis first match of 
the new year was a 5-4 win 
over the University of 
Louisville on February 16. 
Sing:es winners for the 
Salukis included Michelle 
~rff:~Y w:nn~ll ~ic~~e d~gr.; 
matches. 
The next test for the women 
will be this weekend at Sill-
Edwardsville in which they 
will face SIU-E and Memphis 
State. 
Johnson's coach doubted runner 
could ever be Olympic champion 
TORONTO (UPl) - Charlie 
Francis, coach for Canadian 
sprinter Ben Johnson, began 
testifying Tuesday at a public 
mquiry into drugs in sports, 
saying when he fm;t met 
Johnson he did not think the 
disgraced Olympian could be a 
champion runner. 
Francis is the first witness 
testifying specifically about 
Johnson. who failed his drug 
test a t the Seoul Olympics. The 
commission of inquiry, which 
began hearing testimony Jan. 
11 in Toronto, is headed by 
Ontario Associate Chief 
Justice Charles Dubin. 
Johnson was stripped of his 
Olympic gold medal and a 
world record time of 9.79 
seconds when he tested 
positive for the banned 
anabolic steroid stanazolol. 
Early in the questioning, 
Francis was asked if, when he 
Iwe Have Everything You Need: 
Instant Ocean Saltmix 
Crushed Coral & Dolomite 
Decorative Corals 
Flu\,~11 Pre-Filter Beads 
And Much, Much More! 
~ •• oo ~~~~~ FISH NET "0 More than just a fisl! store f '. . 10-6 Mon-Sat _ Murdale Shopping Center 549-7211 Closed Sun. 
""""00°° "'-' 1:f~ o.~ 
. ~~ ~ , 
first began coaching Johnson 
12 years ago, he expected him 
to become a sprint champion. 
"No, I certainly didn't," 
replied Francis. "He was 
about 93 pounds. He was 15 and 
looked about 12." 
SJ weak was Johnson as a 
runner that another young 
man Francis was coaching 
quit because "even Ben beat 
him," and "he ended up 
having a lot of company." 
Marincland 
Magnum 
200 & 330 
Canister Filters 
on sale! 
30 L Tank 
Full Flullrescent l-!nod 
Join the 
Saluki Flying 
Club 
At tht! Crosswinds Restaurant on 
March 4 at 8pm to hear a representative 
from the Missouri Air National Guard 
speak on the F -4 Phantom after the 
Launc.hers Club Banquet. 
Banquet Admission - $4.00. 
~"I. The Quick Change Artists 610E .. UI.in ~ Ph. 457_ IC..../ 1101 Walnut f~:{J ~ ~ Murphysboro ).~. TIRE: SERVICE Ph. 61704525 
COUPON SPECIALS 
------------T-----------~ Add Life to Your Car I Add Life to Your car Gas Shocks I LUBRICATE! 
Lifetime Warranty I LUBE & 
Reg. $49.95 pr lOlL CHANGE 
SAVE .... I & FILTER $44~95;1 ! 
Paor Installed I -E Most Amencan Cars I ~ 
tl WHEEf~1t~ENT-'"11 • SAVE $5.00 I FRONT- END I $11.95 
I ~LlGNMENT I Reg. $1655 
I SAVE • I Includes Lubrication. Change 
I $5.00 I 0,1 With 5 Ots Penzol!. New 
I $14 95 .:. I 011 Fdter. Check All FlUids. 
I. I E Most American Cars I Reg $1995 I '-I"" j.J.'. 
I Mosl Amencan Cars -------------LE F.p"., 338, ~ WHEEL BALANCING 
-AddLif;;y~;c:-
Pack Wheel 
Bearings 
SAVE 
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$24.°0 II 
Reg $29 00 
Clean and Inspecl Bearings 
Repack Beanngs and 
Install New Seals 
Rotate 
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SAVE 
$5.00 $15.00 
Reg $20 00 
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Wrestlers faced with pressure in and out of ring 
By Dayid Gallianet1i 
StaHWri!er 
Professional wrestling. 
The phrase generates 
images of muscle-bound 
mon<;ters locking up in the 
"squared circle" in body-
slamming, iron-clawing, off-
the-top-rope actiOl, that onlf 
the most simple-minded 
country bumpkin could ap-
preciate and love. 
Sports Analysis 
In one sense, professional 
wrestling is all these things. To 
take wrestling too somously is 
like waiting up for Santa on 
Cristmas Eve. 
But the popularity of 
wrestling is such that Hulk 
Hogan and Ric Flair have 
become household names. 
So what is it about pro 
"It lets people get their aggression out and 
not get into trouble. " 
wrestling that draws the 'at-
tention of such a varied group: 
Where is the appeal in wat-
ching two 300-pJus pound 
behemoths toss e:lch other 
about lw.e yesterday's laun-
dry'! 
"It iet's people get their 
aggression out and not get into 
trouble," said Hawk, who 
along with Animal comprise 
the world tag-team champion 
Road Warriors, one of the 
hottest wrestling names in the 
business. 
The Road Warriors are 
afiiliated with the National 
Wrestling Alliance, home ot 
such names as Ric Flair, 
-Hawk 
Ricky Steamboat, the Four 
Horsemen and Sting. 
"Wrestling is a sport with a 
lot of hype, and hype is what 
makes people go to things," 
Hawk said. "It is just like 
watching professional foothall. 
You want to do what they do 
and make a good buck at it." 
In addition to letting fans 
blow off steam, Hawk said 
wrestlers also have a chance to 
kick back and let go. 
"You can tell what is going 
on inside the other guy," Hawk 
saici "There is more fear than 
guts. I can think in the ring and 
control my rage. You never 
seem locked but you do." 
Hoosiers can clinch Big Ten tie 
with win over Ohio State tonight 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UP!) -
Indiana can clinch atleasta tie 
for the Big Ten championship 
Wedoosday night with a vic-
tory over Ohio State, whi.!h bas 
lost four straight games. 
The third-ranked Hoosiers, 
who have won seven in a row 
and 20 of their last 21, are 13-1 
in the Big Ten and three games 
ahead of second-place Illinois 
(9-4) witb four games 
remaining in the regular 
season. 
A win over the Buckeyes 
would give Coacb Bobby 
Knight his ninth title in 18 
years at W_ 
Obio State, meanwhile, 
continues to play like a team 
without a leader since the loss 
of Jay Burson to a neck injury 
two weeks ago. 
The Buckeyes lost their 
fourth in a row and second 
straight in St John Arena 
Sunday afternoon, a 94-71 
pasting tty Illinois. 
Ohio State, 17-10 overall and 
IHJ, figures to need at least a 
couple more victories to 
assure itself a spot in the 
NCAA Tournament's field of 64 
teams. 
"I don't think there is any 
m:t:mz:unber," Coach Gary W" said of the Buckeyes' 
NCAA chances. "If we beat 
Indiana, we should be in the 
NCAA Tournament" 
Williams noted Ohio State 
had wins over Vanderbilt, 
F"lorida, St. J obo and 
Louisville, when the Cardinals 
were No.3 and poised to move 
to No. 1 with a win over the 
Buckeyes. 
"If that's not a good enough 
cutside scbedule to go along 
with the Big Ten, I don't know 
what is," said Williams. 
"Hopefully, we'll get a win 
over Indiana. I'd say if we 
don't, then we'd have to win 
19." 
Indiana is 6-1 on the road in 
the Big Ten this season, the 
only conference team with a 
winnWg toad record. 
"The only way I can explain 
that is tbey playa solid game," 
Williams said ot the Hoosiers' 
road success. "It's not an 
emotional team. They're able 
to take the crowd out of the 
game with their style ot play. 
They've been able to sustain 
good performances on the road 
wilPJ"e a lot ot teams in the Big 
Tell, iDcluding ourselves, have 
DOl" 
Williams feels it'!! time his 
team recover from the loss of 
Bursoo, Ohio State's flocr 
general. 
TONIGHT 
100 Mugs to be given away. 
50 to the first 50 adults at the door 
plus 
50 by random drawing at half time. 
SIU 
VS 
IHDIAHA 
STATE 
7:35-ARENA 
Sponsored by: 
Saluki Women's Basketball 
"BACK ON TRACK" 
As wild as the fans at most 
professional wresth"g events 
always become, Hawk said it 
is sometimes difficult for a 
wrestler to get up for a match 
before entering Lhe ring. 
"It is hard to get pysched Ul" 
from the locker room !o the 
ring," Hawk said. "But once 
you get in there and exchange 
a few blows, it isn't hard. 
Winners make money and 
losers don't." 
Hawk, who has been 
wrestling professionaJ!y for six 
years, said professi(lnal 
wrestlers have an uncanny 
method of crowd control at 
their disposal. 
"When I get into the ring, I 
don't care about the people at 
that time. When ever 1 want, I 
am able to make the crowd do 
something. The littlest thing 
can get the most [eaction ... 
Pressure is a part of the 
business that can come in 
many forms, Hawk said, the 
least of which are 1i1 the ring. 
"I have butterflies right 
now," said the bl;,ck·garbed 
25:J-pound giant ')('fore his 
match Sunday in tt(· Arena. "I 
'Nant to make sun· I go out 
there and do everything right 
and give the people their 
monev's " .. 'orth. 
'"There are 275 day:; on the 
road and not much personal 
privacy. You regret it when 
vou work 42 davs on the road 
right before Christmaf'. I get 
pressure when I don't have 
enough home lift: I don't want 
to do this all my life, but it is 
whal I'm good at and the 
money is good." 
Hawk said some of the 
pressure on him was lifted 
when he recently signed a 
multiyear deal with the 
National Wrestling Alliance, 
"Fortunately, my wife 
understands me and the 
business," Hawk said. "It is 
worth the wait. " 
Canseco still waiting 
for money won on bet 
SCOTl'SDALE, Ariz. -
Jose Canseco says he's still 
waiting to collect from Dave 
Stewart Only he didn't 
phrase it that politely. 
"He welched on his bet," 
Canseco said with a smile as 
the pitcher listeneci "A man 
making over a million 
dollars a year and he 
welched." 
Last season Stewart made 
a $10,000 bet that his 
teammate wouldn't get 
married by a specified time. 
But Canseco did, earning 
the big payotf. Only he says 
the cbeck tbe pitcher 
promised never arriveci 
"I sent a cbeck," said 
Stewart., who also was 
grinning. ..It was Dot 
cashed. Be gat married in 
November and I sent the 
check then. I'll bring my 
checkbook tomorrow to 
show you the entry. But if he 
doesn't cash the dad-blasted 
check by Feb. I, then 
something's wrong, 
wouldn't you say?" 
Stewart says he waited 
Ubtil then before finally 
putting a stop payment on 
the check. Canseco had the 
perfect solution to the 
problem. 
''Tell him to write me 
another now ," he said. 
.. "Since then things have ~l 
transpired," Stewart said. 
"lain'tgoingioIie, I'm glad 
you didn't get that check." 
"In other words you're 
bn*e," Canseco said. 
WHACKY 
WE 5-
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Women's basketball team ready for Sycamores 
By Troy TaylOf' 
StaHWriter 
The Indiar.a State women's 
basketball t.eam has only one 
objective as the regular season 
comes to a close - qualify for 
the Gateway Conference 
postseason tournament. 
Standing in the Sycamores' 
way to one of the two 
remaining playoff berths is the 
SIU-C Salukis, who as the NO.2 
seed loom as a formidible 
obstacle. 
The lP..ams square off at 7:35 
tonigh~ at the Arena. 
"When you're sitting in the 
INOIANA STATE AT SOUTHERN IUJNOIS 
TIpaII: Arena (1 0,014), c.tJondak" 7:35 p.m. 
"-U: IndillnaSlBte (18·7, 10-6),SouIhernIlllnol8(18-9,13-3). 
Whal to _tell: Indiana SIaM. led by 6-1 aenIor Amy VanderIIoIk and 6-2 
aophomore Jdie lain. must hIMI • viclofy flo qualify far the Gateway 
Confetence pIa\'C)fta, whictlldIrt MoncIay. The saukI& have already qualified 
.. tIM! No. 2 eeed, but Wllltto lutep 1heir aIx.gsne win slr8IIk alive. 
Lnt RtMIIng: &uham IInaIa 83, IndiIIna &ale 62, ,*,.4, 1989, Terre 
H..te.1nd. 
a.riM:SouItMIm IInaIa Iaada 18-8. 
position as precarious as our 
fourth and Eastern Illinois 
breathing down our neck, we 
certainly know we need to 
win," Sycamores' coach Andi 
Myers said. 
Indiana State 08-7, 1<Hl) has 
won four straight to m.:lve into 
fourth place in the standings. 
However, the Sycamores must 
beat SIU-C and then fifth-place 
Eastern on Friday to earn the 
No.4 seed. 
"They will be tremendously 
inspired," Saluki coach Cindy 
Scott said. 
The Salukis (16-9, 13-3) 
already have second locked 
up, trailing No. 1 seed and 
Friday opponent Iilinois State 
(20-5, IIHl) by three games. 
Drake (16-9,11-5) is third. 
The Salukis enter the game 
having won six straight and 14 
of the last 17. Their scoring 
average has jumped to 60.3 
points per game while 
maintaining the league-
leading defensive average of 
57.2. 
"We're feeling some 
momentum," Scott said. 
"We're playing with con-
fidence. But now we must even 
rise above where we are right 
now," 
Indiana State offers a 
starting five that Scott said 
will be difficult for the Salukis 
LO matchup against. "They're 
the type of team that likes to 
attack our halIcourt player 
defense. We'll have to be 
careful not to put them on thE' 
free throw line." 
Indiana State has led the 
See READY, Pege 25 
Salukis open tournament with Tulsa 
Herri:1's team 
looks for win 
with Hurricane 
By David Galllanettl 
Staff Writer 
The road to a berth in the 
NCAA tournament has been 
set as set'dings and ~!rings 
for the 1989 Missoun Valley 
tournament were announced 
Tuesday. 
The Salukis, seeded sixth, 
will open tournament play at 6 
p.m. March 4 in Wichita, Kan., 
with No. 3 Tulsa. SIU-C's 
matchup is one of two lower-
Dfackel contests, the uther 
featuring No. 2 Wichita State 
playing No.7 Illinois State at 
8:30 p.m. Saturday. 
The upper bracket features 
No. 1 Creighton, who won the 
MVC title outright Monday 
with a 69-60 win over Drake, 
playing No.8 Indiana State at 
noon Saturday. The second 
upper-bracket game has No.4 
Bradley against NO.5 Drake. 
The upper-bracket winners 
will square off Sunday af-
ternoon at I, with the lower 
bracket semifinal set for 3: 30. 
Sunday's winners will play for 
the tournament championship 
and an automatic t.>erth in the 
NCAA at 8:30 Tuesday night. 
The game will be televised on 
ESPN. 
Saluki coach Rich Herrin 
said SIU-C has some work to 
do if they want to win the 
tournament. 
"We are in the toughest 
bracket," Herrin said. "It 
I III ~~ 
(1) Creighton 
1 p.m .• March 6 
~t ~ [I] .,'''~., .. ~" 1-------:--;,,---....;:' (2) Wichita NCAA lournamenl qualiler 1i1Ter.r State ~.:::J--, '~<J I ~ 1 (7) ~:;::m~ I Il;Ii\v)"; i I ~ I Q:.w '" ,m, •• ~" , AA'W,;; 
,,;;: I ~i :::::~;h~~ ___________ _ 
!, Illinois Missouri Valley Tourname~~ 
would have been nice to be in 
the other. It takes three out-
standing ball games and it can 
happen to any program." 
Creighton coach Tony 
Barone said he didn't know 
how his team would react to 
being the No.1 seed. 
"That is open to a lot of 
question," Barone said. "One 
of the things in our favor is we 
led (the conference) pretty 
much throughout which means 
we took some shots. I think it 
will be a great tournament and 
be wide-open. " 
Barone said being the top 
seed was something the Blue 
Jays were shooting for Mon-
day night, more so than the 
conference crown. 
"We were playing for that 
first seed," Barone said. 
"Being co-champs is kind of 
like kissing your sister. I felt 
my kids were extremely 
nervous early, and that was to 
be expected. " 
Illinois State received the 
~~~?:!s S~~ wt:! t!!a~~ 
tabbed an early favorite since 
they are playing a thorne. 
"I think they have to be the 
favorite," IllinOiS State coach 
Bob Donewald said. "I don't 
think they're a team that 
really lacks any particular 
GnIp/IIc by Mill. 0..,., 
thing needed to win the 
championship. They are 
probably a bit hungry based on 
what happened this year." 
Donewald said the Redbirds' 
83-82 win over the Salukis 
Monday night won't mean 
much going into Levitt Arena 
Saturday. 
"I'm not real big on 'We've 
got a lot of momentum going 
into the tournament' b"loney," 
Donewald said. "If there is any 
pysching at work it would be in 
Wichita's favor. With our win 
(ill the Arena) we moved from 
seventh to a tie in the fifth 
S'HI LOOK, Pege 24 
Valley hopes 
two teams are 
NCAA bound 
By David Gallianettl 
Staff Writer 
The Missouri Valley will be 
l.oping to put at least two 
teams in this year's NCAA 
tournament, with a goal of 
three in the near future, league 
commisioneT ' DC\Ug Elgin said. 
"We are very I)opeful of 
getting two teams III the 
NCAA," Elgin said. "If a 
higher ran!~ed team loses '11 
the tournament, I think there 
is a chance we could get two 
in." 
With the tournament winner 
getting an automatic bid, 
Elgin pointed to WichIta State 
Tulsa and SIU-C, all who have 
good records, as possible at· 
large bids by the selection 
committee. 
"That is a thankless job nine 
men have to perform." Elgin 
said. "If you look at the NCAA 
and ~IT tradition of th~ 
league, that has to carry some 
weight." 
Last season, Wichita State 
and Bradi~y both played in thp 
NCAA tournament, with 
Illinois State participating in 
the NIT. 
No team in the MVC hlis won 
20 games this season. The 
Salukis, Wichita State and 
Tulsa all have 18 victories 
each. Elgin said the parity 
among league teams harms 
See HOPES, Page 24 
Schoendienst, Barlick named to baseball's Hall 
Former Cardinal 
and league umpire 
receive top honor 
TAMPA, Fla. (UPI) - Red 
Schoendienst, a 100time All-
Star second baseman for St. 
Louis who also managed the 
Cardinals to the 1967 Wor!d 
Series title, and former umpire 
Al Barlick Tuesday were 
elected into the Hall of Fame 
by a relieved Veterans 
Committee. 
Aiter five bours of 
discussion, Hall of Fame 
president Ed Stack and 17 
committee members emergt:a 
from an airport botel room and 
happily announced the newest 
memDers of the baseball 
shrine. Sct.aendienst, 66. and 
the 73-year-old, ,Marlick will 
join Johnny Bench and Carl 
Yastrzemski at the July 23 
induction ceremonies ir.. 
Cooperstown, N.Y. 
Despite four hours and 15 
minutes of deliberation last 
year, the Veterans Committee 
did not elect a single ca ndida te 
for the first time since 1956. 
Several committee members 
- including Hall of Farner 
Monte Irvin - were visibly 
upset a year ago that no 
candidate received the 
minimum 75 percent approval 
reqUtred for election. 
"When I became a 
ballplayer, I didn't think much 
of my chances of getting in the 
Hall of "~ame," said Schoen-
dienst, a Cardi!.als coaeh. "I 
concentrated on getting into 
the World Series and winning 
batting titles. But once you 
retire from the game, yoo stan 
t'al',e28. Daily Egyptian. March 1,1989 
to consider your chancE:S of Series. Since retiring following 
such an 'Ionor. I consider th~ 1971 sf'.ason, Barlick has 
myself to be very fortunate. I served as an NL umpire 
just missed on a batting title consultant. 
once by percentage points and "He was onE.' of the great 
I thought I might miss on the umpires of all time," said 
Hall of Fame by just a slim Veterans Committee member 
margin. But I hung in there and Hall of Farner Stan 
and final'y realized this great Musial. "AI Barlick called 'em 
achievement." as he sav. 'em. He bad that 
Schoendienst has been in booming voice - you knew 
baseball 48 years, 45 of them in whethpr it was a strike or not. 
a major-league uniform. He In fact, everybody in the 
has worked 39 seasons for the stadium knew it. He Wi:lS a 
Cardinals, and becomes the fantastic umpire and we're all 
37th Hall of Farner to have happy for him." 
worn their uniform. Schoendienst, a Cardinal 
Barlick, who began a 27·year coach since 1979, beat out 
National League affiliation ill several outstanding second 
1940 at the age of 25, becarue basemen, including Joe 
the sixth llmpire selected to Gordon and Nellie Fox, who 
the Hall of Fame. Known for a missed Hall of Fame plectioG 
colorful, animated style, by just two votes in 1985 during 
Barlick worked seven All-Star consideration by the Baseball 
Games and seven . World .. Writers'. Association of 
America. 
"Our voting represents a 
very conscientious effort to 
make sure these candidates 
are qualified," said Veterans 
Committee member Ted 
Williams, who has stumped 
lcng and hard in the pa5~ for 
ex-Yankee shortstop Phil 
Rizzuto. "I think this was a 
very good balloting. Al Barlick 
took charge all the time he was 
on the field ... no question 
about it." 
In 19. major-league seasons, 
14 WIth the Cardinals 
Schoendienst posted a caree; 
batting averagE: of .289. His 
best year as a player came in 
1953, when he batted .342, 
scored 107 runs, hit 15 homers. 
and drove in 79 runs. The 
switch-bitter led the NL in 
stolen bases with 26 as a rookie 
inl945, ~ . 
